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The meeting was called to o~der at 3.20 p.m.

AGENDA ITFM 9 (con tinued)

GENERAL DEBATE

Mr. MADRIGAL NIE'1'O (Costa Rica) (interpretation from Spanish):

Mr. President, my dear friend and colleague, I take especial pleasure in telling

you how gratified we Costa Ricans feel to see you presiding over the General

Assembly. Your gifts as a statesman, your breadth of diplomatic experience and

your profound faith in democracy, all of which have been proyen by your record in

brotherly Argentina, are a guarantee of success in the conduct of our debates.

I should like also to express appreciation of the part played in the recent

election by Dame Nita Barrow, the Ambassador of Barbados, who enhanced the great
traditions of this Organization.

Through the dedication of the Secretary-General of the United Nations and that

of his distinguished associates to the cause of peace, the effectiveness of the

United Nations in promoting understanding among peoples has been demonstrated. But

let it be said tha t wi thou this tact, exper ience, wisdom and cuI ture, these

accomplishments would not have been possible. Such successes renew the confidence
placed in our Organization and help to strengthen it, as the award of the Nobel
Peace Prize to the United Nations peace-keeping forces shows. Costa Rica, which
has no army, was deeply moved at this well deserved award of the Pr ize and the

recognition that it represents of the forces and arms that silence war, save lives

and protect peoples. we congratulate them sincerely.

The very essence of the work of this Organization is to apply a body of

international law that was conceived while humanity was suffering the ravages of
the most bloody conflict in history. The Charter signed at Sa~ Francisco outlawed

the use of force in international relations and formulated the hope that the
history of the world would not be the history of the wars of mankind. To make this
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(Mr. Madr iga 1 Nie to, Cos ta Ri ca)

hope a reality, peoples must live and act in accordance with the principles of the

Charter. Double standards of ethics in our Organization, whereby acts are forgiven

or condemned according to the sympathies or in ter es ts of the moment, erode fai th in

the organization. Today IS renewed confidence in the Organization resuLting from

its successful efforts in bringing about a cease-fire between Iran and Iraq, in

finding solutions to the cx:>nflicts in Afghanistan, Kampuchea and western Sahara, in

seek ing reconcil ia tion in Cyprus and prom:>ting the independence of Namibia should

pu t an end to any tempta tion to r etur n to those pr actices wh ich nega te the very

essence of this Organization.

This opens up a new phase of well-founded hopes - hopes that were more than

confirmed by the posi tive talks be tween the President of the Uni ted Sta tes,

Mr. lbnald Reagan, and the General Secretary of the Corranunist Party of the Soviet

union, Mr. Mikha i 1 Gorbachev, the outcome of which proves the effectiveness of

dialogue in ach iev ing the mos t noble goals. The step taken towards dis armamen t is

a small one by comparison with the long path that lies ahead~ but let us hope that

it signals the dawn of a world free from hatred and fear.

As Costa Rica has outlawed the army as a permanent institution, it has

supported with special emphasis and moral authority the efforts made by the united

Nations to halt the arms race. Costa Rica calls for full awareness of the need for

world-wide disarmament, for definite action to ban nuclear tests and reduce nuclear

arsenals, to initiate conventional disarmament and to stop the transfer of weapons

to underdeveloped nations.

The coun tr ies of the th ird wor Id have often had the misfor tune to suffer the

tragic fate of being the setting for confrontation between the great Powers.

Strategic, political and economic conflicts which escalate into war take place in

peacefuL regions and take the ir deadly toll among the sons of those peoples.
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extended to the developing world. It is a source of shame to know that, in the
first 12 hours of today, more than 14,000 children have died somewheJ:'e in the world
for lack of food and medical attention, while in those same 12 hours more than
$136 billion has been spen" on armaments, an amount which any intelligent person
will realize far exceeds the sum needed to avoid that tragedy.

If the agreements between the Soviet union and the United States were to lead
to comple te disa£'mament, we, along w1 th all the peoples of the world, would
joyfully trust that, having averted the threat of a new holocaust, the resources
previously allocated to weapons would now be used for education and health,
economic developnent and culture throughout the world. In other words, we would
live in accordance wi th the pr inciple which Upholds nature itself, destruction
would end ~nd creation tfOuld begin. That is why the small developing countries
urgently need to convince all the mili tary Powers that peace is in the best
interests of all.

The community of nations has witnessed with deep concern the continuing crisis
in Central America. The desolation of vast areas of land, the devastation of some
economies, the appalling misery and imprisonment, the persecution or death of thosewho disagree with their rulers are serious ills which Esquipulas 11 sought to
resolve within a given time f£'Ule, but which persist because Governments lack the
political will to carry out. the process ef democratization to which they agreed.
For Esquipulas IX is, above all, the final stage of the plan presented by
President Arias which, in turn, embodied all the efforts of the Contadora Group andits Contact Group. It is an unswerving commitment to deiitOcracy.
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procedure would lead to the conclusion that, to a greater or lesser degree, nale of
the states that signed the procedure has complied fully with the terms of the

agreement. This applies also to Costa Rica, because our !legislative Assembly has
delayed ratification of the treaty establishing the Central American parliament.
None the less, when the Esquipulas 11 agrement was signed, our country had already

for some decades been doing far more than carrying out the fundamentaJ. objectives
of the plan. For more than 40 years there have not been any military hostilities

in Costa Rica and within the uninterrupted existence of its pluralistic demcracy
there has been permanent and intensive national dialogue. Since 1948 we have
outlawed the army and there ~e no forces threatening the stability of our

institutions. No Costa Rican has ever been imprisoned or exiled for political

reasons, human rights are respected and we enjoy our freedom 11\\ peace.

Returning now to Central Anter ica, the reality is that the l\lrogression of that

peace process has been hal ted and the internatiooal community, though encouraged by

the trend towards dialogue and detente evident in other hemispher:'es, anxiously
wooders why that crisis has not been resolved, since it is mch slnaller than
certain others in which a sol'Jtion is beginning to be found. There is a lack of
genuine political will among some of the principal parties concerned. Although we
can record progress in some areas, the fundamental colllflitments leading to

demcracy, national reconciliation, the sae.osanct protection of human rights and
the non-use of territor ies as military sanctuar iea have not been fulfilled. In the

midst of all this, unfortunately, we must note that as the months have gone by we
have seen the Nicaraguan Government step up its repression, fail to fulfil its
commitments and attempt to reduce the crisis to a problem of security, showing
obvious contempt for democratic values.

------_...._-----
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Perhaps in no other country of the region is the situation so chaotic~ and
perhaps no other Government has shown less will to solve it. But, what is worse,
that situation has serious repercussions on neighbouring countries, which have to
take in the thousands of persons who are fieeing in an attempt to find freedom,
food and shelter. I appeal to the states Mellbers of the United Nations to providerelief to the countries of refuge for the tremencbus burden nOlI weighing on us.
Our grea test concern, however, is that the i.n terna tionat coMmunity should renew itsinterest in peace and democracy in Central America.

I recognize that many States have stood by Central America in this long night
of self-destruction. Similarly, the secretaries-General of this Organization and
the Organization of American States have shown a special interest in helping us
solve our problems. Nevertheless, I have come bere to ask that the democracies
that share this concern should join together in a l\\OITement to support dellOcracy in
Central Amer iea, thereby rencwating, strengthening and carrying out the Esquipulas
11 agreements, which aroused such well-founded optimism in the international
cOlll1lunity.

This effort to ensure democracy in Central America would be incomplete if we
did not take into account the challenges involved in actually building and
impr0\7ing that democracy. Now more than ever before the industrialized countries
must increase their co-operation in support of development, ~ich of necessity has
to respect the freedom and dignity of citizens, and they must help to give concrete
shape to the special plan of economic assistance for Central America ac:bpted by theGeneral Assembly at its last session.

That is all the more urgent when we bear in mind the critical situation which
the foreign-debt problem has created for the Central American nations. we are the
victims of poverty and of a crushing financial CDlIIilitment which has only rarely
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produced an improvement in our economic an~ social cmdi tions. We recognize our
corrmitment and, like II08t debtor countries, are making tremendous sacrifices to
honour it. we believe, however, that our creditors must fully understand the
extent of these saer ifioes. SO far the international coli1llunity does not appear to

have clearly r"!albed that the present aituaticn cannot go on nuch longer. We see
that debt servicing is swallowing up the foreign exchange we need for the health,
educa tion and development of our peoples and, incredibly, our credi tors' s tra tegy

disregards the very high social and political costs involved in the debt servicing.

We are not, of course, ask ing that our entire debt be cancelled but, ra ther,
that our creditors agree to share the responsibility and to negotiate realistic
formulas to alleviate our debt burden. We recogni:le our responsibilities, but we
ask our creditors to remgnb" theirs. The consequences of the present situation
will be fatal in the short- or _dlum-term, and our creditors will be among the
victims. That is why we ask that international financial policy should take into.
account the threat whim this situation poses to the future of deliDcracy in the
world. In Latin America, where the building of oollOcracy has gained strength,

slowly and arduously, the condi t.ions for the repayment of the debt and the social
costs involved have started to undermine our dellOcratie institutions.

We cannot disregard the fact that the saed fioes which the debt is demanding
of the Latin American dellOcracios "flight become a new pretext for succumbing to the,
temptation of totalitariani_. The danger which this situation poses to Central
Amer ica strengthens our hope that the international financial QOl1IiIunity will

realize that, because the countries of our region are V6ZY small and have barely
becJun their developllent and because 150_ of them have suffered the ravages of
nature and of violence, the region needs to be rebuilt and to grow in order to

_ ••-------...........IIIiIia....---~~
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overcome subhuman CClI\ditioRS.. Therefore, we hope that the crsditora will take .-n
especially broad view of the situation, and ¥e trust that that hope will not be in,
vain.

In the past four decades most mellbera of the international mlll8unity have I'&!uili!
a joint effort to establish a new international econollic order that would narrow
the gap between the developed and the developing Sta tes. The results, however,
have been discouraging. we still have an econol'dc system in which a handful of
powerful beneficiaries are surrounded by the two thirds of the population of the

w«ld that live in poverty. That system ia without any ethical basis, it disavows
manls solidarity with his fellow men and prevents all countries and all individuals

from exeL.~.,ing their right to development, to the progress brought about by

scienoe and technology, to culture and well-being.

The third millenium of our era is about to begin, and ths COl.l"ltries of the
world - whether in the North or in the South, in the Eastern or in the Nestern
Hemisphere, in the Caribbean basin or in the Pacific basin ... should be able to
provide all their citizens with a life of prOGperity and freedom. What other

meaning can ene attach to man's time on earth if it is not to turn the wcrld into a
place befitting the advanced status of the hUMn species?

I believe that the united Nations must make an extraordinary effoct to discuss
ideas and promote initiatives and, above all, to awaken in the statesllftn of the
world a spirit of creative solidarity which will gradually shape for the

twenty-first century the universlI! of peace and pE'08perity we all desire.

The Government of Costa Rica proposed the inclusion in the agenda of this
session of the General Asseablyof the itell on science and peace. we want science
to be appl led more fully in the quest for peace and development e We want to

encourage the scientific co_unity to work towards the attainllent of constructive
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social and econoMic goals. The link between sci~ee and technology aust have an

iapact on the int:erdepandence of technology and developaent, and not of tedlnology
and doa.ination. It la a source of great ccncern to the Government of Cceta Rica
that the well being derived frOll sClienti fie and technological discover iea Is
narrewly focused on a s.U gr~p of inhabitants of the earth and, at the saQe

"Itille, a considerable share of scienQt and technology is devoted to promting, not

!Un's well being, but his exterllination and the destruction of his property. Abcwe
all, however, we are concerned and indignant that it is technological progress in
the sili tary sphere tihich is _de BaUable to the developing warld on the most
favourable terllB and that count: ies wbic:h lib not have what they need to feed their
peoples incur military expenditures out of all proportion to the size of their
imp)verished econclll1es and inooaparably lrarger t.han the tiny SUE they spend on
educa tion or heal tAl - to liention only the .seentials.

Science, which records and synthesizes- thousands of hWllln eKPeriences, which
draws its sustenance frOll the knowledge of lUny, which is the result essentially of
the lIOat noble exercise of the hWllln lIind, should beco_ the co.cm heritage of

unkind in order to enlighten and eMcble rather than to produce wealth and well
being for a few at the cost of the hunger, the destruction and the &tath of the
rest.

On 10 Deoellber we shall be co_lfDrating the fortieth 6nniveraary of the

adopti~ of the Universal Declaration of HUINn Rights. With the s19'in9 of that
charter of freedoM, hUIISn rights beca_ a universal con~rn, and all States

entered into a Bole. e::a-ltaent to observe theft strictly. But genuine respect for
those rights is still far: frOll being Q universal reality. Although it ia

recognized that frontiers aust not be obstacles to re.~ct for and full exerciae of
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human rights, the safeguards which ensure their effectiveness are difficult to

apply and are of questionable usefulness.

When Costa Rica signed the Universal Declaration of BUlla" Rights, it already

had a long tradition of respect for those rights. As early as 1908 my country had

been the headcJu~rters of the Central American Court of Justice, the first

international court to recognize the!ndividual as a Subject of international law.

That was the principle we reiterated in 1948 in signing the Declaration.

ttm 2
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fortieth anniversary of the Declaration should make us more aware that the
framewark of internaticnal bac:king designed to ensure the genuine and effective
exercise of all the rights set forth in the Declaration remains ineffective.
Costa Rlca therefore reiterates its proposal for the appointment of a high
cOmllissioner for human rights who by his effort.'I would help to imprcwe the
discouraging situation of human rights in tb1! wcxld. We have here an excellent
opportunity to reconsider t.his idea and put it into practice, otherwise obnoxious
departures from the basic minillUm norms es.tablishing those rights will continue to
be appalling ch<!1l1enges and to shock international public opinion. Because of its
selectiveness, the present system of appointing special rapporteul's ignores the
violations that occur in States which are not subject to United 'Nations vigi1.ance
and are !:.hus not subject to the beneficial scrutiny of special rapportelXs.

Eighty-six States have ratified the International Covenant 00 Civil and
Political Rights and 38 are parties to its Optional Protocol, while 99 States at~
parties to the International Covenant on Economic, SOcial ar:ld Cultural Rights.
Costa Rica was the first country to ratify both Covenants and strongly urges those
countr iea whic:h have not yet done so to adhere to them as the most effective and
genuine way of celebcating the fortieth anniversary of the Universal Declaration of
HUllian Ri gh ts •

I cannot end my discussion of this topic without expressing the profound
indignation of the people and Go'Iernlllent of Costa Rica' at the continued daily
violation of hUMn rights by the Government of South Africa. Costa Rica, in order
to place on record its repudia tion of such conduct in deeds ra ther than words,
brcke off relations with the South Afr lean regime in 1986 and, like the

.........._---t.._-...iIIIIIIII---------"-""~
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of segregation, which is contrary to all the basic natural rules of human

coexistence. A few days ago a call was made here for the release of all poll tical
pr isoners held by that regime. We take this opportunity to join in the appeal and
to demand support for the efforts of President Mabutu of zaire to help bring abOut
the illll\ediate release of Nelson Mandela and all those who have been imprisoned in

South Africa simply for having asserted their own humanity. This situation shocks
the conscience of all free men.

I must also eXPless our concern at the difficulties currently being

experienced by Lebanon. As the President of France, Mr. Franpois Mitterrand, so
eloquently put it, a peaceful and reconciled Lebanon is a threat to no one. A
Lebanon torn apart by violence will continue to be an area of insecurity for
everyone. Let us hope that peace will return to that country.

My GoITernment is concerned, too, by the scourge of illicit drug trafficking,
which corrupts with its millions people from all economic and social backgrounds

and regions. It threatens the stability of GoITernments and undermines the ethical
and moral values on which our societies are based. Costa Rica has recently adopted
new, stringent legislation against illicit trafficking and the abuse of narcotic
drugs and psychotropic substances, and it proposes that more effective

international machinery be established for both the prevention and the punishment
of drug trafficking and to help producer QOuntr ies replace such crops by new and

lucrative ones in order effectively to dissuade farmers from taking part in the

initial processes of the production of narootic drugs.

The feelings of satisfaction which the Un! ted Nations is at present enjoying
should Jllake us reflect on the Organization's role as Cl forum .for the universality
of States. We hope therefore that progress towards the goal of universality will
be made in the not too distant future so that we may welcome the !'Idmission

...
Jt
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of Namibia to the United Nations. We also hope SOal to receive representatives
from Korea, whether delegations from the two Republics that now exist or one
delegation representing a ami fied Korea wi th a delllOcra tically elected Government.

The fortietal anniversary of the Republic of Korea and the holding of the sunmer

Olympic Games at Seoul - a wcxld gathering of harmony and brotherhood - provide an
auspicious opportunity for us to work for the admission of that country to our

Organization. The new policy of co-operation and dialogue pursued by the Republic
of Korea strengthens our hope that progress will be made in the reunification
p:ocess.

It is our hope that the principle of universality will be fUlly realized and

that the other States of the wOl.'ld \1Ihich, of their own volition or because of other

circulIIStances, remain outside the United Nations will soon join in the efforts
being made for the progress of the human race.

Let us do our utmost to ensure that this Organization and all its Member

States str lve whole-heartedly to achieve the goals set forth in 1945. let us not
be deterred by disappointments or diffiCl.!lties. Let there be no force capable of

making us stray ~rom the truth, from honest- and objective compliance wi th the

pr inci-ples and manda tes set forth in the San Francisco Charter, which enbodied a
dream that we must all make a reality.

At a difficult moment 6 when he had doubts as to wh<!lt course to follow,

Abu 'l'alib asked Mohammed whether he should support a causa even if it departed from
the course that his conscience told him was right. The Prophet answered him~

-Though they might give me the sun in my right hand and the l1¥)on in my left,

even then I would not let myself stray from the truth.-

let those be our words too. ~t us live according to th~ principles that we
have SWOt n to uphold.

. ,'. .' :. ..... '. ~'.
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Hr. MASRI (Jordan) (interpretation from Arabic) ~ I am pleased to convey

to you, Sir, on behalf of the Government and people of the HashemiteKingdom of
Jordan, the warmest congratulations on you~ election as President of the General

Assenbly at its forty-third session. Your election to tJlat exal ted office
undoubtedly indicates the high standing of your country, Argentina, and at the same
tim~ confirms your well-known ability and experience and your great .~iplomatic

skill, which will certainly be of the greatest assistance to us in ensuring the

success of our work and the achievement of l:he desired results.

In like manner I am happy to express thanks to your predecesoor,
Mr. Peter Florin, for the consummate skUl with which he presided wer the work of
our last session, which had a major impact in terms of the marked successes it
achieved.

It also gives me pleasure, at the outset of my statement, to convey to the

Secretary-General, Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, the gratitUde and appreciation of
the Government and people of my country for his continuing efforts to strengthen

the role of the United Nations and for this year's valuable report on the work of
the Organization, which in our view will represent an extreillely important

contribution to the success of our deliberations at the current session. We wish
him every success in the tasks before him.

±
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The decision to award the Nobel Peace Prize for 1988 to the united Nations

being guided by its Charter in the formulation of their foreign policies will

My country believes that the United Nations, whose Charter was drawn up in the
higher interest of all Memel' states, continues to be indispensable to the world's
people, and that the full utilization of its capabilities and States' vigilance in

global character and thus require that the international community share in their

best possible results, particularly since the ptoblems facing mankind are of a

hope of working in co-ordination with Menber States with c view to reaching the

negotiation, which are a moral imperative and a logical prerequisite for the

because of the role he has assumed and the active contribution he has made, must go

solution. In so doing, there is no alternative to dialogue, di&lomacy and

oontr ibution to the initiation of real peace negotiations. On this IOOmentous

the vital and essential role that the united Nations continues to play in the

RObel Committee was cor~ect in pointing out that the United Nations peace-keeping

through negotiation, and that the forces, by their presence, have made a decisive

forces represent the manifest will of the coJllllunity of nations to achieve peace

a great deal of the credit for the award of this most prestigious Prize.

demonstrates a just evaluation of the significance of the role of the united

Nations and is a triumph for the multilateral principle in action. The Norwegian

occasion, I extend sincerest congratulations to the secretary-General, to whom,

preservation and maintenance of international peace and security~ The decision

of tr ibute-paying and conveys the widest recognition and strongest intimation of

The award, coming as it does at this precise juncture, transcends any narrow sense

JB/6
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enhance the Organization's effectiveness and strengthen its role in the settlement
of conflicts, the solution of regional and international problems and the

maintenance of internatiOnal peace and security.

Proceeding from Jordan's conmitment to the C~arter, we reaffirm that the
princi.ples of the United Nations and its authority are two pillars which are
indissolubly linked with the implementation of the resolutions adoPted by it. We

therefore reject partiality and selectivity in the application of its resolutions,
particularly those involving such political and moral principles as the

inadmissibility of the acquisition of territory by force, the rejection of forei'.1"
occupation, the peaceful settlement of disputes and the right of peoples to

self-determination. we consider such resolutions, partic~larly those relating to
the questions of Palestine, the MidcUe East, Lebanon, the Iraq-Iran conflict,
Namibia, Ojprus and Kampuchea, to be vi tal and to be reinforced by the purport of
the relevant international instrumentE..

This session of the General Assembly is perhaps distinguished by the fact that

it comes in the midst of new developments and positive changes at the international
level, as exemplified by the climate of international harmony that has accompanied

the signing of the Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and
Shorter-Range Missiles and made poasible substantial breakthroughs with respect to
numerous regional problems - in Afghanistan, Central America, Kampuchea, Namibia
and Angola - and by the highly positive development in the context of the Iraq-Iran
Qonflict represented by the cease-fire and the trend to'lllards peace. This should

encourage Ii and provide us with the incentive to step up the efforts made to

address the long-standing issues and problems that currently jeopardize regional
and international security and stability, inclUding the Middle East problem, at the
core of which is the question of Palestine, and the policy of apartheid in South
Africa.
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in respect for the legal, poll tical Clnd moral commitment to the Un! ted Na tions andthe pr lnciplea for which it stands. This being the case, the focus must be on

and achieving a oo~rehensive and just settlement of the conflict between the two

we are e,,~m more saddened and concerned by the fact that the roots of the

continuity of the Organization 'a work and perhaps its very existence, and thus

bCltco.ing increasingly acute, to the point where it dangerously jeopardizes the

entrusted to it, it is also evident ta'lat the Organization's financial crisis is

it needs to have fr~e reign in pu:euing the tas~s, activities and responsibilities

strengthen the role and effectiveness oi~ the United Nations and give it the thrust

neighbo~ring countrie~o

and the subsequent talks embarked upon with a view to te:minating the state of war

they we::e crowned by success in the sign!n9 of the Afghanist.:n Accords, the

There CQn be no doubt that the efforts made by the Secretary-General and his

er lels do not lit:! 1n any inability to pay but stem, rathez, from a ser ic)us decline

&ddrelJaing th., crlsis 1I0re aa a problem arising out of the decisions made by Statesthan as oru~ of tapping resources.

long and sustained efforts made under the leadership of tt.e Secretary-Gen~~~luntil

Nations in devising solutions to pending issues. We have evidence of that in the

(~ Masr i, Jordan)
We are thus hopeful that all the positive developments and all the indicationsof detent'! that we have witnessed in the past year will be channelled towards

personal assistants highlight in an unequivocal manner the importance of the United

J8/6

strengthenirn the united Nations itself, particularly the security Council, and
will enable it to fulfil the role required of it in the current situation.
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payment of their assessed contributions on time. This constitutes a breach by
those States of one of their most important international obligations to the

O::ganization as the focus of mankind's hopes for security &Dd prosperity. Thus,
while calling upon those Member States to respond to the appeals of the

Secretary-General to pay their overdue contributions now and theIr future

contributions cn time, we are hopeful that acticm will be taken to ensure an

effective solution to the organ iza ticn 's financial crisis ewer the long term by
devising a stable system of financing with a sound organizational ~ "l:ucture that
will prevent any party from bringing fina''lclal pressure to bear to influence the
functioning or independence of the Organization.

In presenting our view of the major International issues and probleJll5, I will
begin with the MidCIle Fast region in the very midst of whose conflict, at the core

of which lies the question of Palestine, my country, Jordan, finds itself. That
resion has beoome a living esmodiment of the international oonmunity's state of
decline and ale of the most dangerous hotb3ds of tension in the world, just as it
has come to mirror the attempts made to diminish the role of the United Nations.
There, expansiaaism prevails, the Organization's impotence in the face of events in
the region is evident, and competition among the great Powers has found such

fertile soil that the legitimate interests of the peoples of the region take second
place to their s.

More than 21 years of Israeli occupation of the west Bank, the Gaza Strip and
the Syrian Arab eolan Heights have now elapged. At the outset, Israel claimed that
it was prepared to withdraw iroo thoee territories as part of a comprehensive
settlement that would guarantee its peace and security. The falsity of that claim
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has become clear, so that all are now convinced that Israel has no intention of

wit.hdrawing from the territories it has occupied. From the beginning of the

occupation it set about annexing Arab Jerusalem and implanting settlements in the

West Bank and the Gaza Strip, and it proceeded to detluoy their separate eoonomic

structures. At the same time, it showed persistent o~~ition to Arab and

international peace moves and initiatives and to the United Nations resolutions

relating to the Arab-Israeli conflict. Deluded by its military success in 1967,

Israel persisted in endeavouring to go agairlst the logic of history ar..~ the Charter

of the United Nations by changing the temporary character of its occupation into Cl

permanent reality, without regard for the lessons of history and without

calCUlating the consequences.
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t .....

These circulIStances, created as they are by Israel and by the practices it has
continued to p!rsl.le for 21 years, circull8tances which do not prcwide a fitting
background for the co-existence of peoples and which constitute a grave obstacle to
the 1X>tential for peace rather than a sound basis for its achievement, have

begotten and prOV'oked a very _jor development in the context of the question of
Palestine and the Middle East problem as a whole. And that is the uprising of the
Palestinian Arab people under occupation in all parts of the West Bank and the Gaza
Strip, an event the developments of which are followed by the whole. world through

political news reports and the international media, which have brought out Israel's
true character and revealed the horror and abomination of its oppressive practices
directed against a defenseles8 civilian 1X>pulation which rejects occupation. The
uprising has underscored the consensus of the Palestinian people on rejecting and
resisting the occupation and has conveyed to the conscience of the world a cry for
help in bringing that occupation to an end just as it has brought home to Israel

that the mere passage of time since the occupation begl.ll\ does not mean that a

fait acoo!!Eli has been irrevocably established and that the question is closed. To

attribute the uprising to ~uses other than the sense of frustration and despair at
finding a way out of the impasse of occupation that is felt by citizens under
occupation is tantamount to an attempt to ignore the true state of affairs. MoSt
unfortunately, the negative and savage approach adopted by the Israeli occupation
authorities in coping with the uprising indicates that Israeli attitudes are still
dominated by ideas of intimidating the inhabitants of the occupied territories and

lIsing force and violence 4S means of settling the conflict. Instead of

reconsidering its erroneous posture and responding i_ediately to Arab or
international peace initiatives or even initiatives propoeed by its friends, Israel
has resorted to procrastination and manoeuvre, 8S well 8S to persistent talk of
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what is rejected by the Arabs and internationally unaccsptable, for the purpose of
perpetuating the occupation and implementing its unlawful schemes. In the same

way, it has engaged in attempts to impose a blackout on what is happening in the
West Bank and the Gaza Strip in order to conceal the full extent of the force and

violence wi th which the army of occupation confronts defenseless Palestinian
cl thens.

Jordan, which has lived through the tragedy of the Palestinian people in all

its dimensions from the ver;] beginning and which bears the greater part of the
burden of its humanitarian v econemic, social and political impact, has always

called for reason, moderation and the search for a just and durable solution. In
adopting that cours~v its peop:e has identified itself with the hopes and travails

of the Palestinian people. In 1950, Jordan united i.ts destiny with that of the

West Bank voluntarily and of free choice in a constitutional unity, achieved

through democratic mthods, which stipulated that both banks of the Jordan would
respect the historical rights of the Palestinian people and preserve their rights

in any settlement in keeping with international law. The union of the two banks
formed the basis in international law and the principles of international

legitimacy on which Jordan relied in its political moves to end the Israeli
~military occupa tion of the West,Bank begun in 1967. In its turn, Security Council

resolution 242 (1967), which was adopted by consensus, also gave concrete

expression to the importance and legitimacy of Jordan's legal role in working for,

and demanding, an end to the occupation. Jordan nevertheless responded positively
to the situation which emerged on the Arab scene in 1\)74 with the proclamation of
the Palestine Liberation Organization as the sole, legitimate representative of the
Palestinian people. Despite the fact that our acceptance of that situation created
something of a duplication of roles, we coped with it by endeafour1ng to reconcile
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peoples and international law, with that of the Palestine Liberation Organization

as the sole, legitillate representative of the Palestinian people. We were,

accordingly, prolllpt to lend it our support in international forums, to co-operate

with it in order to facilitate its political action and to secure its participation
as Cl key party to international peace initiatives, pIlrticularly in the light of the

declared positions of the United states and Israel to the effect that they would

refuse to deal with the Palestine Liberation Organization.

Just 8S Jordan responded to the call _de to it by the Arab States at the 1974
Rabat SuJ.1lllit to continue to deal with the west Bank through Jordanian institutions

:1n order to support the steadfast resistance of the Palestinian people under
occupation, it has also responded, further to the Arab SU.Bit Conference held at
Algiers last June, to the desire of the Palestine Liberation Organization, the
sole, legitimate representativG of the Palestinian people, and in aoc:ordance with

the inter-Arab policy on the _tter, to stress the Palestinian id{~nt1ty of the land

of Palestine both f01'1'&l)l1y and substantively by severing the It!98l and

administrative linJ.; between the two Banks. '!'hat -.y perhaps also prompt the States
concerned, whether directly involved or in a position to bring strong influence to
bear, to face up mOL'e real istically and JIOre ser iously to the respons ibil1 ties tha t

devolve upon them with respect to the attainMent of a just, lasting and

canprebensive peace and to enabling the Palestinian people to achieve its
legitimate rights and to live in freedoll and dignity like all other peoples of the

world. For our part, we in Jordan are hopeful that this step will also support the

valiant uprising and highlight the role of the Palestine Liberation Organi~ation,

the sola, legitilMte representative of the Palestinian people, In its endeavour to
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establish an independent Palestinian state on the soil of the Palestinian

homeland. At the sa. tt.-, ve r ..olutoly ••sert that Jordan will continue to

perform its national role .s • _jor perty to the Arab-Israeli conflict and to

fulfil its duty in .ssisting the Palestinian people and suppor~i"9 its legitimate

struggle to achieve i tal nationAl 908111, and we shall do this on the basis of our

special and distinctive relationship with the land and people of Palestine.

Palestinian identity has at no ti.. been in conflict with cc opposition to

Jordanian identity. Rather, when we epeak of the question of Palestine and

Palestinian rights, ve are referring to a particular land and a specific people

that inhabited tha~ land for .cny centuries before Israel uprooted it in 1948 and

dispersed it In the diaspora, going beyond that in 1967 to occupy the entire

territory of historical Palestine and place one arid a half million Palestinians

under its OCCUPltion In what _t ru.llblcs a hOP.'rendou8 prison. This, then, is

the problem, and it will only be solved by Israel's withdrawal from the Palestinian

and other Arab territories that it occupied in 1967, by respect for the right of

the Palestinian refugees to return to their ha.eland, by enabling the Palestinian

people to exercise i t:e inalienable rights, pr inci.pally its right to

self-determination and to establish an independent State on the soil of its

homeland, and by guaranteeing the right of all States of the region, including

Israel, to live in peace within secure and recognized borders.

In our view, the only way to achieve such a settlement is through Israel's

acceptance of and agreeMent to the holding of the International Peace Conference on

the Middle East as thft sole .ans of conducting direct negotiations between all the

patties concerned, including the Pale(ltine Liberation ~ganization, within an

international fraMWork, under the auspices of the United Nations and with the

participation of the per_nent _libel'S of the security COUncil, en the basis of
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security Council resolution 242 (1967) and the various United Nations resolutions
relating to the question of Palestine, the rights of the Palestinian people and the

Arab-Israeli conflict in g.ner~l. The United Nations, through ita Charter and its
resolutiOI1S, repr.enu the natural and proper fr_vork for the achieve.ent of
such a settlellent, p&rt!cularly .il1ee it is the forulI which gave rise to the
Palestinian issue. There ~s an urgent~eed for new thinking by the Israeli

lHdership, since it .ust accept the Inter~ationalConference as representing the
only way to a conprehensive, just and lasting settlellent, thus breaking the vicious
circle of violence, oppreasion and IIOral decline. The pretext8 advanced by Israel,
such as its fear of the possibility of bringing upon itself international pressures
which would place ita security in danger, have no basis in truth since one of the
key CJOals of the Conference is to overeoM ,lIutualsuspiciOrt, by' guaranteeing the
security of all, a security that neither of the parties can achieve at the expe~se

of the other. FaiUng ·that" we ~GC! no secure future for Israel until it withdraws
from the occupied territories.
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It cannot have both land and peace, and its security ~ill not come f,r-om

occupying territory or creating defensible borders. It is genuine peace with the

Arabs that will ensure its future and prOl7ide it with security. The popular

uprising in the west Bank and ~he Gaza strip has demonstrated the falsity of

Israeli claims that those areas are essential to its security~ and Israel has

created for itself a seour ity impasse by persisting in its occupation and

attempting to subject the Palestinian people by force.

In this connection, we should like to stress that the Security Council, having

been established for the purpose of maintaining international peace and security,

is entrusted with a unique ma-ndate and accorded certain pr ivileges~ and because of

its political make-up and its international prestige, it is an effective instrument

of pressure and action for the convening of the international peace conference on

the Middle East. This should take place as soon aa possible, given the gravity of

the situation with regard to the P'PUlar uprising in the west Bank and the Gaza

Strip, a situation which also requires the Security Council to remain on the

highest state of alert and to face its responsibility by adopting immediate

measures to protect the civilian population.

With regard to the sitution in Lebanon, we in Jordan call for the full and

speedy implementation of all the resolutions adopted by the Security Council on the

question, particularly those calling for full and unconditional Israeli withdrawal

from Lebanon and the deployment of united Nations forces up to the internationally

recognized borders. We call for the restoration of Lebanese sovereignty over all

Lebanese territory reg~rdless of any Israeli pretexts for prolonging its occupation

of southern Lebanora. This would provide the basis for reconciliation in Lebanon

and the restoration of the unity, security and stability of that peaceful country.
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The constitutional crisis through which Lebanon is currently passing is a

grave and momentous developnent, one that requir.es the co-operation of all parties
concerned if they are to reach an agreement reflecting the consensus of all
cotmlunities and factions in the et;Iuntry on the principle that denocracy should be
strengthened, on the election of a new President of the Republic and on adtliering to
an order that will guarantee the unity of the land and people of Lebanon, thereby
preventing the advent of a situation that might constitute a step towards the
partition of the country. The international cotmlunity is fully aware of the
formidable risks inherent in any par ti tion of Lebanon and the dismantl inq of its
social and pelitical order. Se~ ious damage would be done to the secur i ty and
stability of the c?untries of the Middle East region, wi th a consequent negative
impact on international peace and security in general. We pray God that the times
of anguish the people of' Lebanon is undergoing today will soon turn to' times of
glory in which it will triumph over the intricacies of the crisis and, through the
support and assistance prCNided to it, achieve overall national reconciliation in a
free and united Lebanon, restore the basic economic and social structures of its
homeland a.nd achieve the securi ty and prosl?eri ty to which it aspires.

Jordan weloomes the recent developnents in the Iran-Iraq war in terms of the
cease-fire and the moves for peace through direct negotiations. We view these
negotiations as a key mechanism with which the two parties should persevere in
their endeavour to discuss all the points at issue and' address all the causes andmanifestations of the obstinat.'! conflict between the two neighbouring States, with
a view to reaching a just; lasting and comprehensive peace ensuring stability,
good-neighbourliness and cl06e co-operation between them and all other parties in
the region. we call for efforts to be stepped up to impart to the ongoing
negotiations between the two oountr iea the political and moral thrust that will
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make it possible to discuss the conflict and the pending problems associated wi th
it within a framework of jUdicious political and diplomatic action. While, in this

connection, we call attention to the. flexibility and commitment to illternational
res~nsibilitywhich has characterized the political position of Iraq since the
outset of the conflict, and which also continues to guide it in the present

negotiations between the two countries, we hope that that will be appreciated and
reciprocat'31'3 in a spirit of goodwill and lead .to the signing of the treaty of

peace, friendship, co-operation and good-neighbourliness guaranteeing the secur ity,

prosperi ty and progress of the peoples of the region as a whole.

The achievement and signing of the Afghanistan Accords has also been a source
of gratification to us, and we hope that they will ba implemented in letter and
spir it in order to enable the people of Afghanistan to exercise its right to

self-determi"ation in such a manner as to ensure the unity, integrity, independence
and neutrality of Afghanistan within the framework of cormnitment to the principle

of non-interference in the internal affairs of States. We are happy, in this

context, to coJll1lend the important role pla~d by the United Nations, and the role

and efforts of the Secretary-General personally, which, wi th the co-operation of
the parties concerned, maCle it possible to achieve such positive results.

Similarly, it is wi th nlIch hope tha t we have follow·ad the la test developmen ts
towards dEitente in connection with the problem of Namibia. We therefore endorse
the negotiations being conducted by. the delegations of Angola, South Africa, Cuba

and the United States to pave the way for the independence of Namibia in accordance

with security Council resolution 435 (1978), in the,hope that the secretary-General

o~ the United Nations will be able to announce a beginning of the implementation of
that resolution as early as possible this year wi th a. view to achieving

independence for Namibia so that it can take its proper place among nations.

__a "---------------~
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idea of both States becoming Menbers of the United Nations, especially since that

unification of the two countries. We will support and endorse that move on the

them as an important and indispensable foundation for the achievement: of peaceful

grounds that a united Korea would, in our view, constitute a guarantee of peace,
stability and prosperity in that important region of the world. We weloome'the

the Ministers for Foreign Affairs of the States of Eastern Asia to promote dialogue

the Kampuchean people. We also welcome, in that connection, the recent efforts of

Korean parties must therefore be encouraged in order to build confidence between

Kampuchea, with a view to achieving a just and definitive political settlement

and conciliation in the Korean peninSUla. The process of dialogue between the two

In like manner, my country also endorses all the moves made to achieve detente

govern its positions on all other interilational conflicts. In this context, my

In general, the pr inciples on which my country's policies are based,

particularly those relating to the right of peoples to self-determination,

ensuring the withdrawal of foreign forces and the right to self-determination of

non-interference in the internal affairs of States and rejection of occupation,

country welcomes the dialogue that has begun between the parties to the conflict in

States of the region are suffering ~,d ensures t~e security and welfare of their

necessary basis for overcoming the economic and financial problems from which the

establishment of security and peace there will be reached. This represents the

understanding for the settlement of all the problems of the region and the

AW/jpm

signing of the agreement at Esquipulas, in Guatemala, and we hope that a common

positive developments with respect to the situation in Central America and the
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would prcwide an opportunity for them to meet within the united Nations framework
in accordance with its principles and work to bring their points of view closer
together.

Jordan calls for a speedy peaceful settlement of the Cyprus problem through

dialogue between the island's two communi ties, wi th a view to achieving a

settlement that will ensure the unity and sovereignty of cyprus a~~ its non-aligned
status. The recent, meeting between the President of CyP1:US, Mr. George Vassilou,

with the leader of the Turkish conmunity, Mr. Rauf Denktash, under the patronage of
the secretary-General, was a positive sign and indicated that the two parties to
the dispute had 'the political will and genuine desire for constructive dialogue we
hope will continue in an atmosphere of mutual confidence to achieve the desired

negotiated settlement. In that connection, we endorse the continuing efforts of
the secretary-General and the good offices he is making available to the parties
concerned with that end in view.

The situation in South Africa does not differ greatly from that in the Middle
East because the African States suffer from the racist and aggressive policies of
the Government of South Africa and because of the practices of oppression,

repression and violence. that this regime continues to pursue against the oppressed
majority of the population in a vain attempt to suppress the national resistance
and perpetuate the policy of apartheid.
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The Government of my country reaf firms its support for and solidari ty wi th its
brothers on the Afr iean continent in their just struggle, in which the entire

JSM/dw

of South Afr iea to abandon its policy of ap!!rtheid and transform the State into a

exists between Israel and south Africa in the military and nuclear fields, because
of the threat that co-operation poses to the African continent and the peace and
security of the world as a whole.

To complete mv presentation of Jordan's viewpoint on the regional and

international issues and problems that threaten the security and peace of our

peoples, I must refer to the question of disarmallent. In our view, disarmament is

a basic element in the res tructur ing of all areas of in terna tional rela Hons to

establish a conprehensive order of peace, security and prosperity in a world free

of violence, in which priority will be accorded to the preservation of human life
and the a-:.:nievement of cultural, scientific and economic progress for human

.

society. That cannot be achieved wi thout eliminating nuclear weapons and othar
weapons of mass destruction. My country welcomed the conclusion of the Treaty on

the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range MissUes by the two
super-Powers with satisfaction. It sees this as the beginning of nuclear

disarmament and an important step in preparing the political climate for the

continuance of efforts towards comprehensive disarument. We look forward to the

strengthening of the role of the United Nations, to enable it to give the necessary
thrust in seizing this historic opportunity and making the process of disarmament
and detente permanent and irreversible •
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development. This is particularly true since the world economic situation today is
far from reassuring and the slow economic recoyery achieved by the industrializedcountr ies has not expanded to a degree that ensures its reaching the de"leloping
coun tries, whose progress is essential for the sound development of the world
economy as a whole. These countries continue to face deficits in their balance of
payments as a result of the fall in commodity prices and growing protectionist
trends on the one hand and the rising prices of their imports of manufactured goods
on the other. In conbination, these factors have led to a drop in exports and
foreign currency earnings and consequently aggravated the debt-servicing burdens of
the countries concerned. Accordingly, the industri~lized countries and the
international institutions must take effective measures to enable the developing
countries to overcome their economic crisesp and they mu:st do this in a context
that takes account of the global nature of the world economy and the need for
intensification of the North-SOuth dialogue.

Mr. HAMUD (Somalia) (interpretation from Arabic): I should like at the
ou tset, Sir, on behal f of my delegft tion and on my own behalf, to cOhgratula te you
on your election to the presidency of the General Assembly at the forty-third
session, and to express our confidence in the leadership, diplomatic skills and
wisdom which you bring to your high office.

At the same tiJll\!, I wish to convey to Mr 0 Peter Flor in of the German
Democratic Republic my sincere appreciation of his ercellent work as President of
the forty-second session.

--------------
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reflecting a world gravely troubled by the race in nuclear and other weapons, the
widening e(X)nomic gaF between the developed and the developing countries and the

regional turmoil that inevitably follows racist oppression, foreign intervention,

military aggression and the denial of the right to self-determination.

The conditions that breed international instability and insecurity are still

in evidence, but the General Assembly can undoubtedly be heartened by the signs of

improvement in the world situation evident today. These signs allow us all to feel
a certain optimism about the prospects for international peace and secur ity.

In acknowledging the improvement in the world situation, Somalia particularly
wel(X)mes the new spirit of rapprochement between the United States and the Soviet

Union. There is an African proverb which says that when eleIilants fight it is the

grass that suffers. Certainly, East.oWest rivalry has been a major factor in

regional conflicts involving third-world countries, and the world's peoples,

withQut exception, are endangered by the nuclear competition of the super-Powers.

Somalia is therefore gratified that the change in East,-West relations from

confrontation to dialogue has resulted in progress towards the limitation of

nuclear arms, and in efforts to settle some of the regional conflicts which have
been of grave concern to the world coJ1ll\unity.

In this context, Somalia shares the satisfaction that has been widely

expressed at the ongoing withdrawal of Soviet forces from Afghanistan. We trust

that the terms of the four-power agreements concluded under the aegis of the Uni ted

Nations will be scrupulously observed. The paramount considerations in the days

ahead must be national reconciliation, the safe return home of refugees and the
full restoration of Afghanistan's independence, sovereignty and non-aligned status.
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It is also our profound hope that the changed international climate will

ensure the successful outcome of agreements on the question of Namibia's

independonce and on an end to South Africa's military aggression and interventions

in Angola. Security Council resolution 435 (1978) must, of course, continue to be

recognized as the only internationally acceptable basis for Namibia's

independence. We believe that Namibia's independence is the responsibility of the

international community. We affirm our support for Angola's position as a

Sovereign State, free to negotiate in its own best interest, and we highly collltlend

the Angolan Government for its statesmanship as it continues to play a key role in

the achievement of a cher ished goal of the United Nations. Namibia's independence

is, of course, the moral and political responsibility of the world community, and

its achievement is loog overdue.

---------------------~
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history of reneging on its oolll1litments with regard to Namibia. III our view, the

General Assenbly must cCXltinue to oppose linkages that might unduly delay Namibia's
independence and must insist on continued economic pressure against the Pretor ia
regime to ensure that Namibia is indeed set free.

There is yet another conflict that has been the concern of the international
community, that is, the Gulf war. We hope that the two countries cCXlcerned will
continue to oo-operate closely with the secretary-General, Mr. Perez de Cuellar, in

his vigorous efforts to secure implementation of security Council resolution

598 (1987). The terms of that resOlution provide a firm basis fo. orogress towards
a just and lasting settlement. We trust there will be no turning back on the pa th
to peace.

The cautious optimism abroad in the world today can also be directed towards
the si tua tion in Cy~us. The patient efforts of the secretary-General to prolOOte a
negotiated settlement and the willingness of ttle leaders of the two ethnic groups

on the. island to engage in dialogue are positive factcxs in the search for an end
to the division and conflict. We hope that a spirit of compromise will govern the

negotia tions and bring about a settlement that takes account of the rights of all
concerned there.

My Cbvernment regrets that in Cambodia, a.nother troubled area, peace remains
elus ive. However, we believe that here too there is cause foe optimism despi te the
apparent failure of the talks held recently in Indonesia between all those

concerned. we trust that the great Powers involved will continue to exert their
influence on behalf of the restoration of Cambodia's sovereignty, its national
unity, and its political, eCQ'1omic and social stability.
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Wi th regard to the developments in the Horn of "~rica, there is a movement
towards peace and stability. My country remains conmitted to the Somalia-Ethiopia
peace agreement, both in its letter and in its spirit. Somalia, as a third world
country and Member of the United Nations and of several regional organizations, as

well as other international movements, welcomes understanding and co-operation

among States, big and small, and calls for strict adherence to the principles of

the Charter. It is in this spirit that Ethiopia and SOmalia reached an agreement
for the normalization of relations and the creation of the necessary climate to

permit a permanent and just solution of the existing problems between the two

countr ies. As a result of this agreement, positive steps have been ~ken in the
implementation of the agreement, such as the disengagement of forces, the

resumption of diplomatic relations and the exchange of prisoners of war. In this

respect, it could be stated that the two coWltries have taken strides in the

direction of peace and we hope that there will be no further set-backs in the

l'elations between them. We look forward to fruitful relations between the two
countr ies characterized by mutual confidence, respect and good will. We in Somalia
firmly believe tha t stability is the corner-stone of social and economic

development and human progress.

While I have voiced a measure of optimism about the international situation, I
must also emphasize Somalia's deep concern over a number ef questions long on the
agenda of the General Assembly which continue to resist efforts fat their

resolution.

In South Afr ica, for example, the major ity population remains disen fr anch ieed

and alienated in its own countrYJ authentic leaders such as Nelson Mandela remain
in prison and the mass democratic movement protesting injustice is being ruthlessly
attacked by South Africa's powerful police-State apparatus. This is the reality of
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mandatory sanctions against SOuth Africa and for a strong international commitment
in supper t of the front-line States as they face SOuth .Africa·s aggressive and
destabilizing policies.

The complex Middle East question also defies efforts to achieve a
comprehensive settlement. Today the courageous uprising of the people of the west
Bank and Gaza serves to underline the central realities of the region: namely,
that there will be no peace until Israel withdraws from all occupied Arab
territories, including Jerusalem, and recognizes the right of the Palestinians to
self-determination and statehood in Palestine.

My Government strongly supports the convening of the International Peace
Conference on the Middle East, at which the Palestine Liberation Organization
(PLO), the legitimate representative of the Palestinian people, would participate
on an equal footing wi th other ~rtieso In our view, the Conference would provide
a unique opportunity for negotiations on the basis of the constructive Middle East
resolutions of the security Council and the General Asselably.

I turn now to the disturbing phenomenon of an international economic system
which increasingly militates against the econo~ic progress of developing countries.

The harsh realities of the world econondc situation are vividly illustrated in
Africa, the continent wi th the largest nunber of countries that are both least
developed and prone to natural and other disasters. The best efforts of African
States to bring about their own Md Africa's recovery from economic crisis are
thwarted on every side by catastrophic debt, the collapse of conmodity prices,

n
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pro tee tiCX'l ism, grossly inadequate terms of trade and the stagnation of cCX'lcessional
flCMS of development assistance.

Africa's 00106sa1 and steadily growing debt is of course its most crippling

problem. ~ Government regrets the decision of the major credi tor countries to

deal with the African debt on a piecemeal rather than on a comprehensive basis.

This has been a heavy blow to hopes for the effectiV'e implementation of Africa's

Progral\llle for Economic Reoovery, and we hope that th is decision will be

reconsidered.

In its international eoonomic system, the African countries ek~ct an increase
in the assistance they receive from major international institutio.'ls, sueh as the
World Bank and the International Monetary Fund in order to achieve recovery.

Unfortunately, most structural adjustment prog~ammes ignore the human dimensions of
underdevelopnent and thus fail to break the cycl~s of unemployment, malnuu ition,

ignorance and disease. International financial institutions must prescribe for

ailing States in such a way that the patient is not overoome by the medicine.

With regard to both bilateral and multilateral development assistance, it must
be said that there has been a disappointing failure on the part of donor oountries
to nlake good the commitments undertaken two years ago at the height of Africa's
economic cr isis. Somalia gratefully acknowledges the development assistance

re.ceived, in particular from Nordic countries. However, we appeal urgently to

other traditional donors which have not yet done so to respond to the plight of the

least-developed countries in a manner commensurate with the gravity of their
s itua tion.
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•

nearly a decade continued wi th its efforts to secure ellergency assistance for

SOmalia's massive refugee p:»pulations and it has also ~omoted permanent solutions

in the con text of na tional develoPlllent plans. Unfor tWla tell', in terna tiona!

assistance for these efforts falls far shcxt of the need. Therefore we remind the
donor communi ties of the pledges made at the5econd In terna tional Conference on
Assistance to Refugees in Africa. we hope they will support the related prograJllnes
of action which have been strongly t'lndorsed by subsequent sessi<Jns of the General
Assemly.

My Government regrets that discussion of the larger issues on the agenda of a

North-South dialogue has been suspended, and that the immediate problems of

developing countries - particularly the least developed - are not being adequately

addressed. It is widely acknowledged that world peace and security are ill served
in a world characterized by marked divisions between rich and poor countries.

There needs to be a wider understanding of the fact that development problems are
an integral part of an interdependent world economy and Cl renewed conmitment to the

goal of narrowing the gap between developed and developing countries.

The most important issue on the agenda of the General Assembly is without

doubt that of disarmament wi th its serious and wide-ranging implica tions for world
peace and secur i ty •

My Government strCX'lgly hopes that the lessening of international tens':'on

already marked by the acbption of the Treaty on the Elimination of

Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Rantje Missiles - INP Treaty - will have a
signi ficant and continuing effect on disarmament in all its aspects. we were
disappointed, however, by the failure of the third special session on disarmament

to reach agreement on vi tal ailllS and pr ior i ties •
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!n our view the most urgent, disarJlament priorities must be the conclusion of 60

comprehensive test-ban treaty and a freeze in the production of nuclear weapons.

Conventlonal disarmament is Wldoubtedly a grave ..:esponsibility for all MenDer
States, but it is the nuclear~arms race which overshadows and threatens all our

endeavours and the very existence of mankind.

In this same context we strongly oppose the developnent of space weapons when
our immediate environment is dangerously threatened by existing systems of mQC~

des tr uction •

Somalia welcomes the progress made towards the conclusion of a convention

outlawing chemical weapons. We hope that the Uni ted Nations will play a role in
the ver ification of disarmament agreements. This is a proposal with obvious

practical benefi ts and ooe which would enhance the principle of collective security.
Somalia was also disappointed that the militarily significant States have now

largely disavowed the linkages affirmed by the International Conference on the

Relationship between Disarmament and Developnent. There should be no need to

emphasize once again the human tragedy implied in the expenditure of astronomical

sums for armaments while a majority of the world's population goes hungry.

rbt very long ago the au thod ty and effectiveness of the Uni ted Na tions were
considered to be at a low ebb, but nothing succeeds like success. Tbday a new and
welcome prominence has been given to the world Organization because of the central
or valuable suppor ~:'h"g role it has played in prol'OOting negotiations for the

resolu tion of regional cooflicts.

I think it needs to be emphasized at the present time that the peace-keeping

and peace-making abilities of the United Nations have always been available for
appli()ation to conflict situations. If the function of the world body as a centre

for harmonizing the actions of nations has not always been utilized, this is not

_..-----------------~
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ensure the prosperity of the world and serve the cause of peace.

international co-operation, and that the United Nations is the indispensable cenue

these challenges cannot be met wi thout suatained and sincere efforts for

for such co-operation. In conclusion, my Gcwernment reaffirlllS its full confidence
in the principles and purposes of the world body and pledges continued support for

its endeavours in all fields - economic, social and others - in a way that will

political interdependence, the escalation of nuclear and conventional weapons and

The wor Id conmunity faces formidable global challenges posed by economic and

ser ious threats to our planet's environment. It should be apparent to all that

dedication and skilled diplomacy of the secretary-General, Mr. Perez de Cuellar.
The cause of peace is well served by the personal qualiti~s he brings to his high

'lbday there should be no difficulty or hesitation in giving unreserved support

threatens it3 very existence, while it is at the same time closely involved in the

continued strength and effectiveness of the c xld body.

resolution of problenas of the greatest international concern - in Afghanistan, the

office. we wish him good health and continued success.

(Hr. HaJlud, SO_1ia)

the fault of the Organization. Th~ Uni ted Nations can function effectively only if
its Member States give it the raoral and mater ial support it deserves.

Mellber States have been faithfully carried out. It is certainly an anoMlous

situation that the United Nations should be faced with a financial er iais which

PKB/mtm

GUlf War and southern Africa, to name but a few. SOmalia hopes that all Menber
States will faithfully carry out their financial obligations and ensure the
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Mr. PINHBIRO (Portugal) (spoke in PortuCJUes~n English text furnished by

the delegation): Allow lie to begin by congratulating you, Sir, cm your election to

the presidency of the General Assellbly at its forty-third session. I particularly

want to sxpress, on behalf of Portugal and on my own behalf, all the confidence we

have in you and our CDnviction that positive results will be achieved owing to your

professional skills and total, ca.mitment.

Sillilarly, I wish to express my gratitude and that of my countr'y for the

generous and serious work carried out by the President of the General Assenbly at

its forty-seCDnd session, Hr. Peter 1"1er in, to whom I address my warmest greetings.

I should also like to join all those who have praised the outstanding

performance of the Secretary-General, Mr .. Perez de Cuellar, and the colllllitment and

dedication he has shown in resolving the problems which have been of such concern

to us. His actions have certainly conotr ibuted to the recent awarding of the Nobel

Peace Pr ize to the peace-keeping forces of the Un! ted Ma tions. *

•

* Hr. Huerta Montalvo (E:::uador), Vice-President, took the Chair •
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;reece, as current President of the European COIUission, ha. _de a state_ent
on behalf of the 12 .lIber States in which it addressed the most 1R1llOl'tant and.

relevant issues in the pr:esent international situatim. I reaffira our support for
that stateMnt. However, I should like to recall the importance "hieb ~

Gcwernment attaches to 80111e of those issues. It "Ul surprise nobody if I single
out first the question of Bas ~ Timor.

As the United Nations seef118 to be resulling its role in the peaeeful solution

of con £licts, wb Ue W3 weloolle the successes regis tered in the solu tion of several
international prcblelilS of the Utnlofit ''1ravity and the effective progress achieved in
settling others that until now have apparently defied solution, I regret to have to
refer to a question which has dragged on for years without any meaningful progress
towards a just solution in accordance with the principles and fmdamental
resolutions of the United Nations.

The question of the decolonization of East Timor is a thorn in the

in terna tional conscience and a mallenge to the cons is tency wi th wt.i dl the

essential ~ inciples of deoolonization, so often invoked and reaffirmed as a

fundamental part of the heritage of the Organization, are applied and observed~ It
is sad to see in the case of East Timor the flagrant and direct violation of such
principles perpetrated by a country which was also subjected to colonialism and
which performed sum an important role in the struggle for emancipation of the
colonized peoples.

It is 13 years since the R)n-Self-Governing Territory of East 'limar, then

under Portuguese administratim, saw its process of dec:olQ'\ization interrupted when
it was invaded and occupied by its powerful neighbour. Portugal does not deny its
share of the responsibility for the difficulties and troubles that tUNe a(fected
that process since its beginnings, but we cannot accept that such ev9nts legitimize
its invasion and occupa tion by Indones ia and the subsequent denega tion of the
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solution acceptable to the international community. We are fully committed to

t'ortugal will do its utmost to fi.nd through dialogue a just and comprehensive

observance of its fundamental principles. We cannot ignore the drama of East Timor

whole when referr ing to other colonial Terri tories - is also the collective

proclaimed in this forum as an imperative for the international oonmunity as a

defence of the rights, freedoms and specific identity of its ~ple - so often

A amall people, nuntler ing a few hundred thousand, which salol a fourth of its

will of the people?

responsibility of us all as Members of this Organization committed to the

to face the result of a free act of self-determination. If, as has been argued,

East Timer is for l,1,5 a moral, historical and lagal responsibility. The

to choose its own poli ti cal des tiny.

Terri tory of East Timor. We uI=hold the right to self-determina tion of East Timor,

hearts Md minds are already won over to its cause, why fear the expression of the

without becoming aoc:omplices in an intolerable policy of fait aoo(')mpli imposed by

in which repression was waged in the Terri tory, wi th an intolerable price in human

rights, freedoms and fundamental guar~\tees are restr icted, demands an oppar tunity

benef! ts brought by its administration to the well-being of the inhabi tants, fears

and we cannot understand why the ooc:upting force, which constantly invokes the

ci tizens k!lled, whi ch i1:3 subject to an au thori ty it did not choose and whose

fundamental rights and freedoms of its people, including its inalienable right tc

life and suffe.. '.'~9.

salf-determination. No circumstances whatsoever could legitimize the ruthless way

JP/pt
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wi th gra tituda. It is in a cons uuctive spirit, and having in mind primal'11y

respect for the legitimate rights and aspirations of the people of East Timor, that

we envisage the continuance of this mediation process. we sincerely hope that that
spirit will alsopreva11 on the part of Indones!a.

The internaUonal community views with justified apprehension the continuing
deterioration of economic conditions in a great nul'llber of countries, especially on

the African continent. This situation - to which the inadequacies of prevailing

models of developnent~ the seriousne3s of certain structural and conjunctural

inbalances in the international eCQ'lomic order and the extreme vulnerability to

natural catastrophes of many Afr iean societies, often contr ibute - is character ized
by the stagnation of growth, high rates of inflation and a disturbing level of
external indebted~ess.

This question was dealt with here dur1n9 the session which analysed the

im~le,mentationof the United Nations special Programme of Action for Africa.

Wi thout ignor Ing the responsibilities which pr: lmar ily rest with the Afr ieans

themselves, it is only fair to recall that the mermer countries of the European

COJllllunity have tr ied to create efficient schemes of aid to least developed

countries. Th.e successive IDme Conventions must be singled out, because they have
establishea a relationship of co-operation, outlined in a freely agreed legal
framework. They associate the interested countries in a structure of permanent
consultation which is an important forum for the developnent of the North-South

dialogue.

I should like in this context to draw attention to my country's conmitment to

and interest in the preparation, within the framework of the community, of the

negotiations on a new convention between the &.1E'opean Economic COl'llllunity (EEC) and
the African, Car ibbean and Pacific (ACP) countriss. We believe that the relations
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fostered between the Community and its 66 partners in Africa, the Car ibbean and the
Pacific are an important example in the area of. co-operation and aid for

development~

The persp;!ctive being defined at the CODl1lunity level is that sectoral

interventions should be complementary to the process of development, and not mere

emergency operations lacking long-term effectiveness. This is, in our view, the

most effective and rosponsible path to pursue to aim for a progressive balance of
the system of exchange so as to achieve the harmonious developnent of international
trltde.

I believe that the Southern Afc iean Developnent Co-ordination Conference

(BADCC) deserves the continuing support of the international community, being an

exper imen t in regional co-oper ation tl1 th pr actical ach ievemen ts of major impor tance

for the economic self-reliance of the countries of the area.

The processes of structural adjustment which are being implemented by several

developing coun tr ies, in a courageous way and at an otN ious poli ti cal and social
cost, deserve growing support from the indus·trialized countries, through integrated
actions in co-ordination with all entities taking part in financing and in an
active dialogue with the beneficiary countr iea.

For historical and cultural reasons known to all, my country pays very special
attention to the question of develoPiient assistance. That set ie-us problem now

affecting the peoples and countries of the so-called third world is of great

concern to us, and we are deeply comitted to the search for means to solve it.

Here I wish to recall the proposal made last May by the Prime Minister of
Portugal in \:he Parliamentary Assembly of the Council of &1rope to create in Lisbon
a North-South centre, with a flexible structure, to work as a forum for a permanent

~. ." -: 'II .... ~ ... ... -. " •
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My country acknowledges with appreciation the i~creasing value which is being

attached to this aspect of international relations, because that is in line with

the historical role that Portugal has played in the world and corresponds fully to

the way in which we envisage our place in the community of nations.

Afr iea is of special importance to Portugal b~use of the historical and

cultural ties which bin1 us together and which we continue to strenghten today,

CO-operating to the mutual benefit of .and in the interest of the socio-economic

progress of the countries involved.

c
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This co-operation, as the practical expression of an active political

relationship, is definitely more visible in bilateral actions with the African

countries whose official language iSl Portuguese: Cape Verde, Guinea-Bissau, Sao
Tome and Principe, Angola and M)zambique. But I am pleased to note that every year'

Portuguese particip3,tion in the structure of multilateral machinery of great
impor tance - namely, the IDme Conven tion and the Sou ther n Afr lean Developnen t

Co-ordination Conference - assumes a wider expression of political and economic
solidarity specially geared to realistic developnent priorities.

In this conte'tt I believe then we can emphasize the uni ted Nations special

Progral1l\\e of Action for Africa, which is clear evidence of the attention and

commitment of the Organization in the quest for a solution to this problem, to

which none of us can remain indifferent.

In the last two months we have seen historic developments Ilfhich have opened up
new horizons to the peoples of Angola and Namibia, who, I believe, will overcome
the loog years of suffering and enjoy in the future conditions of developnent and

progress In a climate of peace, with due respect for territorial integrity.

I congratulate all those who, by their pragmatism, colllllitment to dialogue and

r€tAdiness to yield on accessory matters to guarantee the essentials, made possible
the achievelOOnt of a breakthrough in a process that dragged on for so long.

In this context I wish to send a very special message of greetings and

solidarity to the Angolan people and to reaffirm Portugal's readiness to do

everything possible, at both the bilateral and the multilateral level, to help the
People's Republic of Angola in its difficult task of achieving the reconstruction
and development to which it is justly entitled.

------_.'---------------
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outside. It is high time to allow the martyred p:.-ople of that country to work in

peace towards a better future. MoZambique also deserves the solidarity of the

internatiqnal community in its struggle for peace and development.

However, it is really up to the Government of South Africa to shoulder its

responsibilities and give evidence of a true willingness to pursue dialogue and

gOod-neighbourliness. This would prove that it remains faithful to the spirit and

the letter of the historic Nkomati Agreement, which was recently reaffirmed at the

Songo meeting. Nevertheless, I wish to reaffik:'m my country's oonviction that

complete detente in the region can be attained only through the elimination of

internal tensions in the Republic of South Africa.

Portugal has denounced and condelllled, not only in the United Nations but also

on many other occasions, the immorality and injustice that are the main features of

the aparthe~ and bantustanization systems ai~ned at perpetuation of the political,

economic, social and cultural discrimination that is at the heart of the

continually worsening internal situation in that country. Here again we appeal to

the Government in Pretoria to deal with its internal problems with the

open-mindedness recently shown in the Namibia negotiations and the pursuit of peace

in Angola.

Any progress towards the definitive break ing-up of the apartheid system is, in

this framework, a fundamental and high-priority matter. Only the eradication of

apartheid will give all ooDl1lunities of that country access to political

participa tion, work ~ security and social well-being. It is in the hands of the

SOuth African authorities, had they the political oourage and awareness of the
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irreversibility of history, to make of the Republic a multiracial, economically
advanced country, a melting-pot of all its conmunities - in short, a real focal
point for the development and progress that would undoubtedly hwe a positive

impact en all souther n Afr iea •

Indeed, it is up to the SOuth Afr ieans - all South Afr ieans - to decide on the
best way to implement reforms, the need for which is incontrovertible. But it is
clear to me that freer political expression by the black majority would undoubtedly
contribute to the creation of the climate of Il'Utual confidence indispensable for
the trans~rmation of the South African society. I cannot leave this subject
wi thout referrin~ to the deep concern in my country at the situC!tions of Nelson
Mandela, whose seventieth birthday was recently celebrated by the international

community, and the Sharpeville Six - both crying examples of injustice.

Portugal, a menber of the European COllll\unity and of the Atlantic Alliance, and
a participant in the Conference on security and Co-operation in Europe (CSCE), has
followed East-+lest developnents with particular attention. I note with

satisfaction and confidence the clear improvement in recent months in the relations
between the two super-Powers. Today, after the washington and M:>SClOW summits,

there is a positive spirit, dialogue is more open an~ frequent, and decisive steps
have been taken, specifically in the areas of arms control and disarmament.

My country welcomed the Treaty on the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and
Shorter-Range Missiles - !Ni' Treaty - as a positive and important step towards
international detente, and therefore towards peace. In this connection we support
the objectives already set by both parties of a 50 per cent reduction in the
strategic nuclear arsenals of the Uni ted States and the Soviet Union.

------_...--_--........---~
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and Weat will be corrected through a process of negotiation. This would eliminate

the disproportion, thus making possible stability and security at the lowest level

of armaments. we therefore have the greatest hopes of the CSCE process. My

country is confident that a quick settlement at the Vienna meeting will permit the

approval of a final, substantive and well-balcmced document that will make possible

the beginning of negotiations on conventional-weapons stability and the renewal of

talks on confidence- and security-building measures.

Nuclear and conventional disarmament - the guarantee of peac and secur ity -

is the indissoluble condition of the establishment of universal peace. We

therefore welcome the significant progress registered in this area. However, we

view wi th great concern the recent upsurge in the use of chemical \~eapons. My

country, which is a signatory to the 1925 Geneva Protocol, is firmly conmitted to

efficient, global and verifiable implementation of a convention that will ensure

the total elimination of this type of weapon. It is our imperative duty to arrive

expeditiously at the consensus needed to fulfil that requirement. In this context

Portugal supports without reservation the proposal made in this Assembly several

days ago by the President of the United States for a cmcerted international effort

to ensure the elimination of chemical weapons.

I wish to express my country's satisfaction at the cease-fire recently aigned

between Iran and Iraq, which should allow for a just and lasting solution of that

long conflict, which has claimed so many victims. I therefore pay a tdbute to the

endeavours of the United Nations in persuading the parties involVed to abide by

security Council resolution 598 (1987).
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As for the Israeli-Arab confiiet, we note with regret that the present

situation i8 not encouraging. The seriouD events in the occupied territories

dellOnsuate the fragility of previous solutions. Any lasting solution will have to

take account of the legitimate rights of the Palestinian people and recognize the

right to exist of all countries of the region. Portugal, together wi th its

European partner., believes that the expeditious convening of an international

conference would provide the appropriate fraework for the essential negotiations

between the parti.s directly involved.

As for Latin Allerica, I wish to ruffir. our fraternal solidarity with the

countries of that vast region, and our total readiness to contribute actively to

their efforts to averco_ their difficulties. I all convinced that the developed

countries can help aignificantly in neliorating these prebleM and in the search,

together with the countries of the region, for new and iaaginative forms of

co-operation. The Question of external indebtedness, in particular, must be seen

in the context of econollic grOllth, given that it is important to reduce the social

I must also _ke a special reference to the situation in Central AIIer iea,

where the hope generated by the si9l\ing of the Esquipulu Agreement was followed by

a stale_te in the peace pt'oces8.

-
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unjust and mlfavourable social conditions that have contributed to the present
state of affairs in that region and we therefore believe that eoonomic co-operation
allOng the countries of the re9ion and the industr ialized countries will also have a
determinin9 influence in achievin9 the desired peace and progress for the region.

Reachin9 a political solution for Canbodia Is also an imperative necessity forthe international 03Jm\unity and one which is daily becoming more pressing. It is
title to restore peace, dignity and hope to a country that has been successively
martyr ized by the intolerance of a minor ity that shows disrespect for the most
elemen tary human rights and by aforei 9n mill tary OCCU pe tion tha t canno t be
legitillized under any pretaxt.

On the other hand, the Geneva a9reements on Afghanistan constitute a
siC'Jl"lificant stride towards solution of a conflict which, for almost a decade, sowed
SUffering and misery among the Afghan people. I cannot but note the courage and
spirit of self-sacrifice of the Afghan resistance and the humanitarian solidarity
displayed by Pal< is tan in receiving millions of refugees displaced by the conflict.

Peace among nations and respect for human rights are the aspiration of us all
and are inseparable from tl.d well-being of each and every individual in the wor Id
community. That well-being is closely linked to economic development and is based
on sound international trade, free of protectionism, be it open or concealed.

This has been the position which .~y country has clearly assumed. ~ a men'berof the &1ropean COlllllunity, Portugal oonaiders it indispenSable to have reciproci ty
in the opening up of markets. That is our practice and a fundamental feature of
the COl'll1\unity's trade policy.
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(Mr. Pinheiro, Portugal)

My Government firmly believes that we are in the final stage of the setting up

of the institutions necessary for the full participation of Portugal in the world

market, in accordance wi th the objeotives of the Contracting Parties to the General

Agreement on Tariffs and Trade !GA.TT).

In this perspective we recognize the importance and the opportunities provided

by the Uruguay Round, the satisfactory outcome of which would, without any doubt,

contribute to Cl better balance in the world's trade relations. I reaffirm that the

goal of those negotiations will be reached only if the principle of globality is

strictly Upheld.

The joint declaration by the &1ropean Economic ColIIRunity (EEC) and the Council

for MJtual Economic Assistance (CDlEOON) establishing offici . acknowledgement

between the two organizations, issued in Luxemourg on 25 June 1988, ended 30 years

of non-recognl tion of each other by the two Europes.

Aware of the historical significance of this event and of its implications for

the future relationship betwelen the two organizations and the respective memer

Stales, Pqrtugal welcomed it and believes that a major step has been taken towards

a new era of international co~peration extending to the most diverse fields.

we trust that multilateral co-operation, reflected also in the relations

between the EEC and the European Free Trade Association, the Association of

South-East Asian Nc!tions and the Gulf Co-operation Council, will be expanded and

intensi fled.

The conmemoration of the fortieth anniversary of the adoption of the Universal

Declaration of Human Rights should provide support to the efforts of the

international oonnunity to ensure the .exercise of the rights and fundamental

freedoms inherent in the human person everywhere in the world. Now that the Uni ted

Nations already has available to it several international instruments for defining
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(~. Pinheiro, Portugal)

and guar&nteeing such rights, it is therefore important to. ensure their effective
implementation and the strengthening of international control mechanisms.

As a p::iority of its foreign policy, Portugal contributes to the promotion and
protection of human rights. In the United Nations COl1l1lission on Human Rights, my

country has striven to comply with the mandate entrusted to it, rejecting duplicity
of criteria and working tovards the strengthening of the effectiveness of existing

.chanisma. To achieve full enjoyment of the fundamental freedoms of each

indiviciJal, it is indispensable to keep in mind the complementary nature of civil

and poli tical rights and economic, social and cultural rights.

Throughout the past five centuries, Portugal has enriched its hlstory, its

culture and its language in all parts of the world. That would be enough to

justify its interest in the international scene. Such an interest acquires a new

and powerfUl thrUDt when one considers the committed and active participation of my

country in many internatiol'1al organizations - from the United Nations to the EEC,

from the North Atlantic Treaty Organization to the Council of Europe, to mention
only a few.

We are aware, however, that it is not enough simply to observe the

international scene and to react to events. 'lbgether with other countries of good
will Portugal has a part to play in oombating situations of injustice and war

which, unfortunately, still occur. We have to overcome inertia and mobilize wills

in order to change ineffective practices of co-operation. Above all, we must work

hard to co-ordinate efforts to ensure that existing or potentially dangerous

situations do not prevail. And, if present solutions do not work, we must search
with daring and creativity for new ones.

Portugal J once again reiterates its availability and willingness to contribute
to efforts to ensure that we may all enjoy more peace in security, more freedom in
democracy, more solidarity in prosperity •
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Mr. OUID Ne Dn~A!! (Maur itania) (interpretation from Arabic): It gives

me great pleasure to alJs~~iate myself wi th previous speakers in offer ing to

Ambassador Caputo my warmest congratlllations on his election to the presidency of

the forty-third session of the united Nations General Assenbly. I am confident

that, under his guidance, the work of the Assembly will be carried out efficiently

and wi th au thor i ty •

I should also like to extend to his predecessor, the Vice~inister for Foreign

Affairs of the German Denocratic Republic, Mr. Peter Florin, our gratitude for the

exemplary way in which be conducted the wor~ ~f the fOrty-second session~

Let me also pay a well-deserved tribute to the Secretary-General,

Mr. Javier Perez de Cuellar, for the outstanding way in whi~~ he has directed the

work of the Uni ted Nations and for his tireless efforts to achieve international

peace and security. Those tireless efforts have resulted in the award of the Nobel

Peace Prize to the peace-keeping focces and have greatly contributed to the

resolution of certain regional conflicts in the period since the last session of

the General Assenbly. I refer, in particular, to the Gulf, where the event that

has been awaited for so loog has come about - the cess~tion of the hostilities

between Iraq and Iran. The acceptance by Iran of security Council resolution 598

(1987) and the opening of negotiations between the two countries augurs well for

peace between them.

Mauritania has always worked to put an end to this deadly, destructive war

between two fraternal Muslim PeOples. We sincerely hope that comprehensive, just

and lasting peace will be established between them so that they may at last be able

to live in harmony and devote their efforts to progress and well-being.
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(Mr. Q1ld N'DiaYane, Mauritania)

This peroeverance hes also produced reanl ts in Afghanistan, wi th the signing

of the Geneva agreements l~st ~ril. Mauritania welcomes the signing of those

agreeme."ts and the wi thdrawal of foreign troops and hopes that the process tha t has

been started under United Nations aUB:i)ices can speedily tasbore peace and conoord

to the people of Afghanistan and an independent and non-aligned State.

In western sahara, the process of joint good offices started by the United

Nations and the Organization of African Unity has made an important step forward
wi th the submission by the 8ecretary-General of a peace plan to the two parties to
the cooflict. Mauritania supports these efforts and particularly welcomes the

agreement in principle brought about in this area as well as the progress made thus

far towards a just and lasting political settlement of that fratricidal conflict.
The final solution of this problem will contribute greatly towards building the
Greater Arab Maghreb, to which all the peoples of the region profoundly aspire. It
was to that end that the Heads of State of the region met, for the fir st time since
their independence, in Algiers last June to prepare favourable cooditions leading
to the Greater Arab Maghreb. This was a his tor le event which established the main
guidelines for the integration and construction of a united Greater Maghreb. At

the present time, various meetings are taking place to implement this 1,X)1itical
will which was clearly expressed by the Heads of State.

My country welcomes the relations between Libya and Chad and the good will
both countries are showing with a view to nOlcmalizing ltheir relations.

In southern Africa the series of negotiations that have been taking place over
the last few months opens new prospects for peace and in particular for the end of

the illegal oocupa tion of Namibia. Seour ity Council resolution 435 (1919) remains

the only acceptable basis for a just and lasting settlement of the Namibian
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popular uprising in the occupied territories has shown the world the magnitude of

disregard the national rights of a people. Because of its soope and duration, the

40 years of parti tion and 20 years of OCCUpa tion to remind the world that it cannot

In the Middle East, the Palestinian people chose the double anniversary of

t"d stage for enter ing an active phase to prepare for an international tr ibunal to

international public opinion with respect to the odious system of apartheid and set

rights and democratic principles, and largely contributed to mobilizing

eminent persmali ties of world-wide repu te for their devotion to the cause of human

important meeting .. which was sponsored by the Heads of State, was attended by

18 June last, the second preparatory meeting fo", an inquiry into apartheid. That

It was in that context that my Government was honoured to host, from 16 to

to establish an egal1tar ian, democtatic and non-racial society, just as it fully

system adopted by the United Nations, in particular the imposition of comprehensive

It is the duty of all civilized nations to implement t.lte strategy to oppo;e that

Mauritania fully supports that strategy and naturally supports the struggle of

to carry out acts of aggression against the front-line States.

Apartheid, that institutionalized system of racism and racial discrimination,
is an affront to human dignity and a threat to international peace and secur ity.

In South Africa itself, the ~rtheid regim... ersistq in its heinous policy

and continues to inflict lI'1told suffering on the black majority. It also continues

supports the heroic resistance of the front-line countries.

Organ iza tiOii.

Namibian people and their legitimate representative, the South West Africa People's

(Mr. Oul~ N'Diayane, Maur ita.!!.!!)

question, for it enboc1ies international legality and enjoys the support of the
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the tragedy of the Palestinian people as well as its fierce determination to

recover its land, its dignity and its inalienable rights, no matter what means are

used by the Israeli war machine and the acts of inhuman repressicn carried out by

the occupying forces.

The popular uprising has also shown the world that the Palestinian question is

the core of the Middle East conflict and thCi.t as loog as the Palestinian people is

deprived of its national rights, in particular its right to self-determination and

the establishment of its own independent State, peace can never be established in

that region. Any just and lasting solution requires the withdrawal of Israeli

troops. from the occupied Ar ab terr i tor ies, including the holy ci ty of Al-Quos. But
the regime of 'rel Aviv disregards all these facts and obstinately follows its

policy of aggression and expansion, in contempt for international law.

The convening of an international oonfere.:'l~ on the Middle East under the

auspices of the United Nations, with the participation on an equal footing of all

concerned parties, including the Palestine Liberation Organization, which is the

sole, authentic representative of the Palestinian people, is the proper framework
for finding a just and lasting solution to the conflict.

The violence and repression that we witness in the occupied territories make
the convening of such a conference increasingly urgent and constitute a new

challenge for the United Nations, which must assume its full responsibility with

respect to the Palestinian tragedy~

In Kampuchea, the search for a political settlement continues and the ongoing

national dialogue holds wch promise. The solution to that problem must be in

keeping with the resolutions adopted by the General Assed>ly, which reaffirm the

nee<.. _Jl: the wi thdrawal of foreign troops from that territory and the right to

self-determination of the Khmer people.
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(Mr. QuId N'Diayane, Maur itania.)

In Central America, Mauritania sincerely hopes for the final restoration of

peace on the basis of the reconmendations of the Cootadcra Group and the Cootact

Group, as well as the Guatemala agreements signed last year by the five Heads of

State of the region.

Turning to the questicn of Korea, my country has always advocated the peaceful

reunification of that peninsula in the interests of the Korean people as a whole.

We support all efforts undertaken to that end.

The world economic situation is also a major item of profound concern to the

international OOl1!l1unity. The gap between the developing and the developed

countries continues to widen. The drop in comrodity prices, the increasing

debt-servicing burden and the re-emergence of protectionism and restr ictions placed

on the transfer of technology have had an especially severe impact on the

developing countries.

• A
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development of the third-world countries.

Aware that they have the primary resp:msibility for the economic and social

development of their peoples, the GoI7ernments of the developing countries have

adopted important reforms and made large-scale adjustments but, because of the

international ecooomic climate, those actions ha.ve not led to the achievement of

the goals that were set. Action must be co-ordinated at the international level.

Africa, the least developed cootinent of the world, is particularly affected

by the economic crisis. In an effort to confroot this situation, the Organization

of African Unity held an extraordinary summit conference in Mdis Ababa, which

undertook a clear analysis of the foreign-debt crisis in Africa. Mauritania is in

full agreement with the joint African position CXl the convening of an internatiooal

conference on the Afr ican external debt.

Only an overall, integrated strategy will enable us t') resolve the Afr ican

debt crisis and to <Jive coocrete form, at the same time, to the commitments

undertaken by the international conmunity in the context of the United Nations

Programme of l\ction for African Economic RecOIFery and Development. In that regard,

we appreciate the positive decisions taken at the last sunmit conference of the

industrialized countries, particularly in regard to relieving the burden of debt of

the developing coun tr iea, and we hope that these decis ions win be extended and

strengthened. In particular, we are deeply gratefUl to the Federal Republic of

Germany, which has agfaed to defer repayment of the whole of our large debt. We

thank also those countries that are prepared to take similar measures to help our

country.

The scourges of drought and desertiflcatlotl are still a serious threat to the

Sahelian region, of which Mauritania is a part. In OCtober 1978 another disaster

r'
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occurred. I am speaking of the pilgrim locust, which has great mobility and
destroys everything in its path: crops, pastureland, date palms, and so forth. In
order to deal with this scourge, which specialists agree will continue to afflict
us for several years, various meetings of west African and Maghreb countries have

been convened to co-ordinate the policies of the various States and to advocate

C011l'l\0n action. My country, which is particularly affected by this infestation, has

conbined its national efforts wi th the international efforts. &~.1 also thank

here the friendly countries and the international organizations fOr the aid they
have already supplied as well as for their sensibility to Mauritania's concerns.

These natural disasters and the international economic crisis require

exceptional financial efforts by my co~try, in a particularly difficult economic
situation. Since 1985, despite these conditions, my Government has been engaged in

a broad programme of economic reforms and structural adjustments. Significant

progress has already been made in economic and financial recovery, but these

results cannot minimize the scope of the efforts that must still be made to satisfy
our countries. That is why the consolidation of the development strategies and

programmes implemented in recent years in conformity with the Lagos Plan of Action
and priority progranne for African recovery is a major concern. Accordingly, my

Government has just adopted a three-year programme of consolidation and recovery,

which will be submitted soon to our economic partners. But, basically, we are

relying on ourselves.

Our development policy is based primarily on mobilizing all our energies. In

that context, our national leadership, our national leadership, headed by Colonel
Maaouya OJld Sid'Ahmed Taya, President of the Military COJllflittee of National
Salvation and Head of State, on 12 Decenber 1984 chose to establish a State of law,
in which human rights and fundamental freedoms are guaranteed to all the citizens.

Thus, a process of real defIDcratization has been undertaken. The communal
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directly in developnent activities. In that connection, the rural sector occupies

a major place. That is why the Government has given it priority by allocating 36.5

per cent of public investments to it and enoouraging the pr ivate sector to carry

out hydro-agricultural projects involving the free distribution of land and a

guaranteed return from production.

The major economic and financial problems facing the i~ternational community

show the great urgency of releasing additional resources for development. It is

only common sense that this should be done at the expense of the arms race, given

the flagrant disproportion that now exists between resources allocated for military

expenditures and those devoted to development assistance. Indeed, it is

intolerable that enormous human, financial, natural and technological resources

should continue to be consumed by the arms race at a time when poverty is the daily

lot of more than two thirds of mankind. That is why we emphasize the need to link

disarmament and development - a link that was established by the international

conference on this subject held last year.

In that regard q we welcome the conclusion by the United States and the Soviet

Union of the Treaty 0., the Elimination of Intermediate-Range and Shorter-Range

Missiles, as well as its verification clauses. But it is only a beginning, and

international peace and security - that is, the survival of the human race - can be

brought about only through general and complete disarmament. Without that, we

cannot imagine that mankind can survive on the earth.

Today's world is at a crossroads. It has to meet many challenges, in

particular the persistence of armed conflicts and hotbeds of tension everywhere, as

well as the arms race and the unfair distriblltion of wealth. Unfortunately,
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(Mr. CUld N'Diayane, Mauritania)

despi te great progress in science and tec:hnology, the world is still unable unable

to ensure well being and prosper ity for all. That is an intolerable situation ..

We must all understand that nations are interdependent. We must understand

the magnitude of the problems facing mankind. The United Nations offers us the

only multilateral framework in which to channel all our efforts. It is an

instrument that is indispensable to peace and international co-operation. The

Uni ted Nations has an enormous potential that can be mobilized and used to achieve

the noble ideals laid down in the Charter. This is demonstrated by the progress

being made in the poli tical solution of major regional conflicts Oll which until

recently no progress had been made. The Member States, particularly the great

Powers, have historical responsibili ties in that connection.

Mauritania expr:esses again its faith in the purposes and principl:]s of the

Charter and will continue to work to improve and strengthen our Organization's

role •
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Hr. BAYIH (Ethiopia); IA!t me first extend to Mr. Dante Capum the

congratulations of the Ethiopian delegation, as well as my own, on his election as

President of the General Asselllbly at its forty-third session. My delegation is

confident that: Wider. his wise and skilful guidance this session will reach a

successful conclusion. In this r.,gard I should like to asaure him of the full

co-operation of my delegation as he disd'1arges his heavy responsibili ties.

May I also take this opportunity to express our gratitude W his pl'edeceasor,

COl1£ade Peter Florin, who presided ewer the last session of the General Assenbly

with admirable skill.

I should like at this juncture to pay a tribute to the 5ecretary-General,

Mr. Javier E'erez do Cuellar, for th~ exemplary dedication and competence with which

he has always discharged the heavy resp:>nsibilities entrusted to him. In

reaffirming to him the deep appreciation of my Government, already expressed on a

number of occasions ewer the last few ~ars, I wish him ever greater success in his

future endeavours.

Few are those who deny that nations are becoming increasingly interdependent.

There has probably been no period since the dawn of human civilization when various

societies have lived in complete isolation from each other. The growth of human

progress itself would have been inconceiVable without close contacts and the

exchange of ideas among di ff9r en t societies. Our s has especially becnme a per iod

in history when the various challenges facing humanity can hardly be tackled

outside the context of interdependence. OUrs has, ~l1deed, become a time when the

imperatives of survival dictate that we all take seriously the fact that not only

are we interdependent but also that we share a comnon destiny.

Perhaps fi,) one denies this incontrovertible truth, but the lack of poll tical

will to br idge the huge gap between what is asser ted on the plane of declaratiC'l1s
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(Hr. Bayih, 8th ;wpia)

are not col1ll\ensurate with the i1lUllense challenges facing hUll8nity as a whole. In
this context two closely .relatad challenges, amcng othErs, demand our concerted andco-ordinated action: the strengthening of peace and seeur ity on the one hand and
the proJlW)tion of development and progress on the other.

This session of the General Assembly is being convened at a most propitious
til'ile from the point of view of the relaxation of international tension. There is
no gainsaying that the period since the last session has been marked by a number of
eneouraging and post t ive deveiopmen ts on the in terna tional scene. The imprcwement
in relations between the two major Powers and the increa£ed level of mutual
understanding between them accords fully with the yearning for peace that we have
all been voicing for boo long.

In this regard we view with satisfaction the Treaty concluded between the
SO'Iiet Union and the United States on the Elimination of their Intermediate-Range
and Shorter-Range Missiles. Although only 3 per cent of the nuclear arsensals of
the two major Powers Clte meant to be destroyed unde.r the Treaty, the syrrbolic
significance of the achievement can hardly be underestimated. In general we feel
the Treaty represents a step forward in the area of nuclear disarmament.

Subsequent political developnents likewise give us reason to view the
international political scene with optimism. Among such developments is the
acceptance by both Iran and Iraq of Becur ity Council resolution 598 (1987). This
constitutes a major achievement towards the restoration of peace in the area and
the enhancement of international peace and aecur ity.

The Geneva Accords on Afghanistan, which came into force on 15 May 1988, are
yet another step which has contr ibuted towards the change to a better political
clima te than tha t which preva lled a year a90.

_......--------------------
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(Mr. Bayih, Ethiopia)

The positive steps that have been taken so far towards the withdrawal of SOuth
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are also welcome developnentB. However, given the chronic duplicity of the racist

regime, we feel obliged to eau tion that the in ternational colDIIWli ty should follow

the unfolding situation with the utllost vigilance.

we also draw satisfaction from the resumption of the intercommunal talks aimed

at addressing t.'le question of Cyprus. We are likewise optimistic regarding

developments towards seeking a solution to the problem of the western Sahara.

It is also pertinent to mention here the conceIted efforts that are being

deployed to restore peace in Kampuchea and the progress that has so far been made

towards the restoration of peace in that region.

It is a source of great satisfaction to us that the united Nations, consistent

with the prOlTisions of the Charter of the Organization, has spearheaded the search

for solutions to the various poli tical problems that I have just referred to.

While this is testimony to the continued relevance of the United Nations, my

delegation also finds it most appropriate to pay a tribute once again to the

8ecretary-General for his dedication and until'in9 efforts in the cause of

international peace and security.

As we take note of the impl'OITed climate in intelt'natonal relations and the

prevailing relaxation of tension, ",e are at the same time duty bound to make a

realistic assessment of what has already been achieved and what rell2lins to be done

in the area of international peace and security. I should also add that whatever

conclusions we arrive at must be £1rll1y founded on an objective analysis of the

state of affairs now prevailing in the world.

In this connection it will suffice to refer to the disappointing result of the

third special session of the General Assemly devoted to disarument. As is well
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(Mr. Bayih, Ethiopia)

known, the session closed 1IIi thout agreement being reached on a final document.
although great efforts were exerted to arrive at a consensus. It is obvious,

therefote, that we should redouble our efforts towards progress on a numer of
interrelated disarmament measures. A comprehensive nuclear test-ban treaty is a

goal the achievement of which could go a loog way in arresting the nuclear-arms

race but which has so far eluded us, despite a near universal consensus on the
issue. Other priority measures in the field of disarmament include steps to
prevent the extension of the arms race into outer space, agreement on the

prohibition of the use or threat of use of nuclear weapeRs and the speedy
conclusion of a chemical-weapon convention.

I might also mention here the eoou ibutioo that the creation of

nuclear-weapon-free zones in different parts of the globe ClQuld make towards the
ultimate goal of a nuclear-free world. In this CCX\t:ext I wish to express our
appreciation to the Government of the German Democratic Republic for organizing in
June of this year an International Meeting on tlIclear-Weapon-Pree zones.

In any discu!3sion of the subject of nuclear-weepen-free Zales it is

appropriate to refer to the inl tiative that the peoples of Africa have taken to
keep the continent free of nuclear weapons. It was 24 years ago that the Heads of

State or Government of the Organization of African Unity adopted, at their summit
conference in Cairo, a Declaration on the Denuclearization of .Jll:or:ica. This

ini tiative represented OOE! of the first re9iooal atten.J,Jes at the establishment of a
nuclear-weapon-ftee zooe. Since then, the General Assembly has adopted a series of
resolutions calling upon nuclear-weapon States to respect the wishes of the peoples
of Afr iea to protect the sta tus of the con tinent as a nuclear-weaPon-f~ee area.

_ .•.......__.._--_.._---------
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now appears from available evidence that South Afr iea has indeed acta ieved the

capability to produce nuclear weapons.

The implications of this ominous deve10pnent for international peace and

security cannot be OIler-emIbasized. SUch capability, acquired by a regime that

WJuld have no scruples in using them, should be viewed with alarm by all who have

genuine CQ'lcern for the maintenance of international peace and security. There is,

of course, little doubt that it would have been practically impossible for South

Africa to achieve this capability without the support it has been able to get from
those who, with character is tic myopia, regard South Aft iea as an indispensable
partner.

As if this were not enough, the people of Africa are also being challenged by

a new and grave development. In recent years it has become clear that some in the
West have started to engage in activities that pose imminent danger to the Afr iean

peoples and to the African ecosystem. I am referring here to the dumping of

nuclear and indusu'ial wastes in Afr iean countr les by some western transnationa1

corporations.

The indignation of the Afr lean peoples at the callousness displayed by those

who perpetrate this crime •.. :0:; been echoed by the Council of Minist.ers of the

Organization of Afr iean Unity (OAU), meeting in its forty-eighth ordinary session

in May of this year. My delegation deems it appropriate that the dumping of

nuclear and industr ia1 wastes in AfI' iea has been inscr ibed as an item on the agenda
of this session of the General Assenbly. We are confident that the session will

give serious attention to the matter and adopt decisions reflecting the gravity of
the problem.
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folIch as we are encouraged by the significant political achievements registered
during the first half of 1988, we remain none the less concerned by the continued
use or threat of use of force, under any pre text, aga inst the severei gnty,

ter ritor ial integr ity and independence of small Sta tes.

No better example of this can be provided than the prevailing si tuation in

Central lImerica where, despite the various regional peace efforts and the decision

of the International Court of Justice, Nicaragua still finds itself under constant
threat to its independence, territorial integrity and sovereignty. Thus the

international community's solidarity with the people of Nicaragua must be

strengthened so that that country can be totally free of the covert and overt

intervention to which it has been subjected for too loog.

Similarly, there are a number of other issues relating to international peace

and security, as well as to the rights of peoples and to justice for those facing

egregious forms of discr imination that still cry out for solutions.

The ~oblems posed by the evil ~ystem of apartheid in South Africa clearly
demonstrate how lalg indeed is the distance that the international cormlUnity has

yet to travel in laying the foundation for international relations based on justice
and basic human decency. The noble goal of eradicating this abhorrent system

continues to demand unremitting struggle. Apart frum the call for comprehensive
and mandatory sanctions against the racist regime, for the success of which the

international commUility needs to deploy greater effort, final victory against it

requires all those who stand for justice to continue to rally behind the struggle

being waged by the people of SOUth Africa. As in the past, Ethiopia will continue

to p'ovide concrete assistance to the people of South Afr iea until apartheid is
dismantled and justice and denocracy are firmly established in South Africa.

---------------------~
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It is also appropria te to emf?l:1~size here that continued soUdad ty wi th the
front-line States is part and parcel of the struggle against aeu-theid. In that
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context, we are all duty bound to render the fullest possible assistance to these
countries to enable them to withstand the military intervention and economic

pressure of the racist regime.

In the Middle Fast, the problem that emanates essentially fl'om the denial to

the Palestinian people of their rights as a people still awai ts a just solution. I
should like to take this oopportunity to reaffirm Ethiopia's continued support for

the comening of the In terna tional Peace Confer ence on the Middle East, vi th the
participation of all parties concerned, including the Palestine Liberation

Organ iza t.ioo.

The situation in the Korean peninsula is one other problem that requires the
attention of the internatiooal community. I believe we are all aware of the fact
that the quest for reunification by the people of the peninsula is still frustrated
by certain major: impediments. Ethiopia fully supports the desire and efforts of
the Korean people for national reunification without foreign intervention.

tIlile the past year has wi tnessed a nunber of encouraging developments in the
sphere of disarmament and the resolution of regional conflicts, it is regrettable

that existing negative trends have persisted in other areas.

Far from showing improvement, the issues of developnent and progress that

represent another challenge to the internatiooal community have instead become a
cause for ever greater concern, both for their serious implications for

international peace and security and for the immense human tragedy they entaiL
The deteriorating economic and social conditions in developing countries,

especially in the least developed among them, olwiously require coocerted action
from the international ool1ll\unity to be contained and reversed. Instead, what we
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Developing countries are endeavouring, within the limits of their resources,

become po'l';':1i1tial causes of political and oocial instability. Furthermore, the

facing the developing world emanate mainly from the external economic situation,

avail. Some of the reform measures required of developing countries have, in fact,

developed countries to create the necessary eoonomic environment for developing

JB/l8

countries, particularly in the areas of trade, money and finance, have further

economic system already characterized by unjust and unequal relations.

aggravated the problems, which are deep-rooted in the prevailing international

have been witnessing is lack of sufficient political will on the part of many

over which they have veICY little control. The policies pursued by some developed

determined efforts made by these countries have invariably been frustrated by such

e]l;ternal factors as the decline in COInllDdity prices and export revenue,
c, ':,

unfavourable terms of trade, widespread protectionism, accumulation of external

debt and decline in net resource flows, the conOined irapact of which has seriously

impeded their OYerall developnent process.

In the case of Afr ican oountr iee, most of which belong to the group of least

developed countries, these externally induced obstaclea to development have fur the>:

oompounded the difficulties they have enoountered as a result of widespread
o

drought, desertification and other natural calamities.

It is to be recalled, in this oonnection, that it was in resplnse to the

eeooomie plight of African countries that the thirteenth special session of the

General Assembly devoted to the er itical eoonomic situation in Afr iea was oonvened

more than two years ago. The result of that session wag:'~~.l.; United Nations

Prografl1lle of Action for African Economic Recovery and Developnent 1986-1990.
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African economies, the full implementation of the reform measures it requires has

been rendered difficult owing to various factors. Significant among these is the

unfavourable international climate character izad, among other things, by

accelerated deterioration of the terms of trade o the low level of resource flows,

mounting debt-servicing, and the inadequacy of external support for our efforts.
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community will be more forthcoming in supplementing the efforts of African
countr iea towards the desired objective of imprcwed productivity and rapid economicreCOV'ery.

As Ethiopia is a country already confronted with immense problems caused by
natural calamities, it should come as no surprise that the negative impact of the
external ecxmomic environment on its efforts towards economic recovery has been
enormous. Although the amount and distribution of preclpitaticn during the main
rainy season this year appear satisfactory, the adverse effects of the series of
droughts my country has experienced for almost a decade and a half can hardly be
tackled with our own resources within a short period of time. HOifever, Ethiopia
will continue to exert every effort to make effective use of available resources
with a view to overcoming its economic difficulties and accelerating its
development.

In this connection, it is indeed regrettable that some continue to display a
glaring lack of judgement as regards my country in their assessment of the problems
in our sub-region. Rather, they see fit to subject Ethiopia to their habitual
cri ticism, which is as biased as it is unwarranted, and in sharp contrast to the
prevailing reality in the country.

Fairness and objectivity would have demanded that they should g at the very
least, recognize the maximum efforts Ethiopia is exerting to offset the

'. ..... .. -'... ~. ~. . .

consequences of the drought, the atta inment of food self-sufficiency and
accelerated development while at the same time coping with the problem created bythe huge influx of refugees into the country.

-
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international community to this reality with a view to supporting Ethiopia's

ef for ts to meet ef fectively the mani fold challenges it is facin~.

When I had the opportunity to address ~is Assembly last year, I expressed,

in ter al ia, Eth iopia 's readiness:

"to fbrge and strengthen ~elatiocs with all countries, particularly those

which are in our region and wi th which we have had dif ficul t relations".

(A/42/PV.22, p. 19-20)

In that statement, I expressed Ethiopia's commitment to peace and its determination
to do as much as possible to help relax the tension in our region. We have always
been willing to muster the necessary political will to take two steps forward

towards the normalization of relat~.ons with' all peace-loving countries for every

one step they may take towarc::o the same goal.

'lbday, it gives me i.nmense satisfaction to refer to the highly significant

step that has been taken by my country and Somalia towards improving our

relations. An agreement on normalization of relations between the 0'10 countries
was signed on 3 April 1988. In accordance with this agreement not only have we

restored diplomatic relations and exchanged prisoners of war but we have also

embarked at a r'apid pace on the normalization of relations, which, ~e are

confident, will create the necessary condi tions for both countries to devote their

resources and energy to their economic development. This demonstrates our good

will to bury the hatchet wi th a view to prollOting regional peace. I should like to

take this opportunity to reaffirm that Ethiopia will be second to none in its

determination to build a bridge of friendship with all countries on the basis of
equality and mutual benefit.
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In this regard, I should like to acquaint this Assenbly with the fact that,

consistent with its cotmlitment to ensure durable peace in our region, Ethiopia is
at present engaged in sustained and painstaking negotiations wi th the SUdan wi th a
v iew to iden ti tying the root causes of the problems between the two coun tr ies and
to finding appropriate solutions. For its part, my Government is determined that
the Joint Expert Col1l1littee which the two countries have established will soon
complete its tasks and present its recommendations. Given a similar commitment onthe part of our Sudanese brot.'lers to lasting peace between the two countries, my
Government remains confident that all outstanding issues could be resolved in the
interest of peace and co-operation in our part of the world ..

we der lve sa tisfaction from the na tional, regional and in terna tional
appreciation and support of our peaceful endeavours. On the other hand, we find it
hard to comprehend the view of those who still fail to grasp the significance of
these achievements as steps towards the restoration of peace by the countr les of
the region themselves, and continue to express lingering anxiety about tension inthe area.

In opening my statement I referred to the fact that the challenges of
development and progress, on the OI)e hand, and of international peace and security,
on the other, could be tackled only with in. the context of interdependence. Thus,
it becomes obl/ious that our ~ell-being lies only in multilateralism. As a founding
Member of this Organization, there is nothing that gives us greater joy than to see
the United Nations become increasingly effective in the quest for solutions to themajor challenges facing humanity.

In recent months, the United Na tians has shown how truly effective it could bein implementing and promoting the purposes and principles of the Organization as
enshr ined in its Charter. We are, indeed, encouraged by this positive trend.
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At the same time, the financial situation of the Organization continues to be

a cause for concern. Putting pressure on the United Nations by withholding

assessed contributions to the regular budget of the Organization constitutes a

violation of a treaty obligation on the part of MeJlt)er States. My delegation is

hopeful that such a state of affairs will not be allowed to continue and that the

growing efficacy of the United Nations will not be adversely affected by a

financial crisis.

In the interest of glmal peace and secur ity, and in the interest of the

prosperity and well-being of the human race, let us therefore rededicate ourselves

to strengthening the viabUity and effectiveness of the United Nations. As for

Ethiopia, it will always remain committed to the purposes and principles of the

United Nations.

Hr. BMRZOS TASSANO (Uruguay) (interpretation from Spanish): I should

like to begin by extending our warmest and most heartfelt congratulations to t.'le

Foreign Minister of the Republic of Argentina, Mr. Dante Caputo, upon the occasion

of his election to the post of President of the forty-third regular session of the

United Nations General Assenbly. We consider him to be a friend of our Government

and of o~;' people and we recognize his great experience and ability. We can

therefore say that his presidency represents an assurance that the work of this

Assemly will proceed in an orderly fashion.

It is also my pleasure to thank Mr. Peter: Flor in of the German Democr atic

Republic for his brilliant and efficient work as President of the Assembly during

the previous session.
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I should also like to express our admiration for the SecretarY-General for the

efforts that he has been making for peace. His activities, intelligent, prudent

and, at the same time, bold, notwithstanding the institutional and financial

constraints upon the Organization, have represented an invaluable contr ibution to

the resolution of various regional conflicts and they are eloquent testimony to the

value of the United Nations as a forum and instrument for the maintenance of

international peace and security.

--<~
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The lengthy agenda of this session of the General Assenbly reflects all the

major issues of concern to mankind today. Taken as a whole, it shows that in

fUlfilling the purposes and principles laid down in Articles 1 and 2 of the Charter

43 years ago, we are continuing resolutely to search for and to safeguard

in ternational Peace and security, which ccntinue to be the raison d °etre of the

Organization and which determine all its other activities and objectives.

Peace has been declared to be a hUJllan right. Consequently, all the efforts

made to preserve and to restore it are simply the consequences of this right, and

the attainment of its objectives becomes a duty for the Organization and all its

Me,lIber Sta tes.

Today, as in the past, the .efforts for peace call for direct action by the

United Nations, which presupposes, in ,',urn, that States must respect certain

pr inciples, such as non-intervention, renunciation of the use or threat of force,

self-determination, and the peaceful settlement of disputes.

Ever since the early years of the United Nations, Uruguay has complied

strictly vi th those principles which lI'lderlie the Organization and has promoted

respect for them. It has also done everything within its modest me~ns to

contribute to the success of the United Nations peace efforts.

At this time, as we celebrate the well-deserVed awarding of the 1988 Nobel

Peace Prize to the United Nations peace-keeping forces, I cannot but recall with

pride that Uruguayan officers have been present since 1948 in the United Nations

Mili tary Observer Group in India and Pak is tan (UtItOGI P), and recently in the

Iran-Iraq Military Observer Group (UNIIMOG). OUr effective par ticipa tion in these

efforts reflects our unswerving faith in the Organization as an instrument. for

peace.
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The progress that the United Nations has made in the cases of Afghanistan,

s

•

Angola and Namibia, in the Iran-Iraq conflict, and in the question of western

Sahara, must be hailed as a happy resurgence of the capacity for action and the
negotiating ability of the organs and medlanisms operating within the framework of

the Un! ted Nations. we earnestly hope and trust that the processes currently under
way will culminate in a just and lasting peace for the nations currently embroiled
in conflict,

Unfortunately, we cannot be so optimistic with respect to the present

situation in Central America and that in the Middle East. In the case of Central

Amer iea, Uruguay believes that only by full compliance with the Esquipulas 11

agreements and the Arias Plan, and by strict compliance with the principles of

non-in ter ference, self-determination and non-use of force, combined in a process of

international de1'lDcratization in the countries in cooflict, will it be possible to
ach ieve a stable peace in the region.

Our oountry has participated in the efforts of the Contadora SUpport Group

wi th sincere enthusiasm, encouraging the parties to comply wi th the Esquipulas 11

agreements, and it is willing to continue to do so Lecause it feels that the

pacification and de1'lDcratization of Central America are essential objectives for
the harmonious developnent of all of Latin America, which is, in the end, an

objective that is shared by all.

As for the Middle Fast, it is clear that there can be no lasting peace in the

region wi thout recogni tion of the right to exist of all the states in conflict, and

without recognition of the full validity of the principle of self-determination of

peoples. 9.1t at the same time, we must remelTber that the rights of those peoples
are ine:xorably linked to the establishment of adequate safeguards, that the borders
that have been set, or are to be set in the future, will be duly respected by all.
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Likewise, the caltinuation of artificial political divisions, such as tiflose

affecting the Korean people, do not contr ibute to the attainment of lasting peace

in the regime

At the special sassien devoted to disarmament, Uruguay confirmed its

convictiQ'l that the arms race could lead to a world war, and that we must continue

the efforts already under way to bring about general and c:omplete disai'mament.

This is essential for the creation of a climate compatible with the search for

peace, in the hope that when this is achieved the resources that today are spent on

wrJapons may be put to constructive uses, such as the economic development of the

non-industrialized countries and their technological modernization.

ratin America has given the world the example of the Treaty of Tlatelolco,

which proscribes -the proliferation of nuclear ,weapons among developing countries,

without affecting the use of atomic energy for peaceful purposes and scientific and

technological :progreSs. In this respect, we emphasize our support for the

Declaration of the' :South. Atlantic as a Zone of Peace and Co-operation, and we hope
"

that the zone of peace ;in the South Pacific will soon become ~ reality as well. We

think that the establishment of these zones of peace constitutes a promising

attempt to preserve vast stretches of sea and ocean free from the tensions and

con flicts tha t ar ise from the threat or use of force or from the danger s resul ting

from the deployment of nuclear weapons.

Among the conflicts that are still unresolved, we should like once again to

emphasize OlAr position with respect to the Malvinas Islands. Uruguay has supported

Argentina's claim of sovereignty over the Islands. But we also are mindful of our

historic ties with the United Kingdom, with which Uruc; ...ay has maintained relations

of fr iendship and co-operation for over a century. We should like nOlrl to reaffirm

our willingness to co-operate in the search for solutions to a conflict that, with
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wounds must as a matter of urgency be healed through negotiation and dialogue.
The world is currently undergoing an unprecedented process of rapid change.

We have fUlly entered the information age and are witnessing the end of the
so-called industrial age with no sense of loss. The United Nations must adapt to
this process of change in order to be able to continue to fulfil its mission and to
ensure the equi table distribution of technological resources and the enjoyment of
their benefits by all States. The monopoly of advanced technologies in the hands
of a few countries is turning a majority of nations into compulsory purchasers of
imported technology. As a result of this, their political sovereignty is as much
endangered as it would be by an act of war. Consequently, we need to universalize
the availability of the new resources that are being produced through science and
technology. This means an attitude of universal openness, on the part of all
countries of the world, industrialized and developing, to the free circulation, not
only of goods and services, but ultimately of ideas and knowledge.

If this objective is not faced with all its political implications, any
attempts to overcome the world's current economic and financial crisis will be
impossible.

Today, we cannot think of the work of the United Nations without thinking of
the question of human rights. These never were - and certainly are not today - a
matter within the jurisdic\::ion of States. The international proootion and
protection of human rights, on the basis of the Charter and of many international
instruments is an objective to which mankind as a whole is conmitted. In this
context, we once again repeat our condermatlon of apartheid, a shameful doctr ine
based on inequality and racial discrimination, which is a clear, institutionalized
violation of human rights.

-----------------
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In this connection there are other scourges in the wexld today, such as

terrorism and drugs. Terrorism is not merely a factor that contributes to .

internatiQ'lal insecurity and a form of action that violates fundamental principles

of civilized coexistence) it is essentially a flagrant violation of human rights,

an attack upon the freedom and dignity of man, and especially on his right to

life. We consider that the action by the United Nations against terrorism must be

firm and clear , based on the view that terror ism is a crime aga ins t humanity, one

that calls for the co~peration of all States •
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As for the fight against the illegal use of drugs, internatiCll'lal action must
be greatly expanded in order to confroot this plague, which is particularly severe

today. The United Nations is the appropriate setting for the adoption and

promotion of eoonomic, social, cultural and legal measures for its prev.ention and
sanction.

But sudl measures should not be considered as negating the responsibility of
producer countries, nor of consumer cO\mtries since, if there were no large

consumer market, there would not be any drug-producing market. We should also call

attention to the responsibility of the countries that allow their territory to be
used for drug traffick ing. Our country confirms its determination to co-operate in

the international fight against the narcotics trade and pledges ita support to any

co-ordinated effo...' t at the regional or international levels.

Conservation of the environment is a matter of growing Calcarn for the
international conmunity. The quality of man's life on Earth and his very existence
are at stake.

We reaffir'm our support for the recoJllllendations in the report entitled "Our

Commoo F\1ture", prepared by the Wa:1d Commission al Environment and Development,

and we agree with the basic pr incip1es of maintain ing the steady productivity of

the ecosystems and the biosphere as a ~ )le. we are cOiWinced of the need to
increase effora and to act in a co-ordinated fashion to avert the grave danger of
a1 ter ing the ecological balance and the progressive ano rapiCl physical and chemical
deterioration of the enviralment that is affecting the infrastructure of planetary
life.

The achievemant of full economic deve10pnent has been the basic challenge of
the last years of our century. Without balanced and global economic development,
there can be no firm and lasting peace) the existence of both high1i industr ial::lzed

---------------------
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countries and countries hindered by underdevelopmelClt is, ewer the medium- or
long-term, a constant source of instability and tension ~nd a threat to world peace.

Even U: one recognizes that development is also the responsibility of the

developing countries themselves, at thie time in our century it seems clear that,
even in those developing countries that are willing to absorb the social ana
political costs of painful adjustments in their economies, there eventually comes a

time when national instruments of economic rationality are exhausted.

Hence there ar ises the indispensable need for greater international

solidarity, which starts wi th clear and stable trade regulations - free from
irritating protectionism - and greater flexibility and co-operation in sol';ing the
financial problems caused by the current foreign debt crisis, the weight of which
is frustrating the efforts of the debtor countries to prollDte their economic growth
and placing the stability of their denocratic institutions at risk.

Nevertheless, it must be said that the overwhelming debt burden is

monopolizing international attention, pushing into the background the urg," •.Aeed
to discuss new resources necessary to prollDte the scientific .and technological

IlDdernization and development of the non-industrialized countries.

Naturally, the problem has transcended the mere economic nature of the issue.
It is now time to recognize that the world's financial problems - the past debt and
the future debt - are also political problems that must be faced from an

international perspective .3sed on a fai thful and honest commitment by credi toes

and debtors alike, in which both recognize their due share of responsibility for

the past and the future. '1'0 this end, I believe that it is constructive to

highlight the recent cOlllllitment of the President of the Spanish Government at the
close of the twenty-fi fth meeting of ratin American Governors, Spain and the
Philippines before the International Monetary FUnd and the WOrld Bank.
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creditor countrie~ as well.

President Felipe Gonzalez began by reoognizing the failure of the strategy

thus far pursued to resolve the debt crisis and recognized that from 1982 to date
the situation of the banks and creditor countr ies has imprcwed sufficiently for

them to assume a more realistic and flexible attitude in this matter.

Calsequently, he feels that the time has oome for the creditors to redefine their

debt strategy by specificall~' proposing the capitalization of interest and the

reductior. in outstanding debt, along the lines, I suppose, of explicitly

recognizing the devaluatior. of the debt in the securities market.

I believe that th is is the appropr ia te for urn and time to weloome v iews such as

the ale expressed by the President of the Spanish GoI7ernment, which tend to br ing
balance into international attention by recalling that, in spite of the progress in

pol! tical terms observed at the international level, at this level there still
persist serious problems - with no clear solutions - affecting not merely the

quality of life of millions of inhabitants of the world but also the possibility of
building a world at peace.

Soon, two international events will occur expressing our active commitment -

Uruguay IS - at the regional and in terna tional levels.

The first is the meeting of Latin American Presidents of the Group of Eight to

be held at Punta del Este. This group, which was created in Rio de Janeiro,

emerged out of the conviction of its democratic Governments that it is important
for Latin America as a whole that there be a mechanism for co-ordination and
consultation enabling it to harmonize its international' activities, promote

regional democratization and act in unity in analysing all the problems affecting
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the region. There can be no doubt that this group has acquired clear international

standing and can now play its part in maintaining relations with other

international organizations and countries outside the region. The forthcoming

sunnnit meeting at Punta del Este will undoubtedly provide a time!y opportunity to

analyse what has been done since the Acapulco Declaration and to define a realistic

plan of action to pursue in the future in the political, cultural, educational and

technological fields.

The second is the Uruguay Round of the General Agreement on Tariffs and Trade

(GATT), a result of the Punta del Este conference, where discussions were held

which, we hope, will serve as an example of international wisdom, promoting

international trade free from discrimination and protectionism and capable of

promoting international trade ex~hanges on the basis of which the shared objective

for development of all States on Earth can be solidly established.

Within this broader picture, the importance of multilaterism and the

transcendental role of the united Nations is clear.

But for our Organization to be active and respected, it is necessary that it

have the wherewi thal necessary for the attainment of the goals assigned to it by

the Charter and the resources efficiently to conduct the operations for which its

machinery was established.

We recognize, therefore, that in order to revitalize the Organization once and

for all, we need to start with honest self-criticism aimed at eliminating

inefficiencies, lessening bureaucracy and improving existing systems.

In saying that, we also real ize that the way to achieve this objective is

surely not by SUffocating it financially to the point of undermining not only its

functioning but also ita very existence.
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Hence it is the duty of all Memer States, particularly the larqe

industrialized countries, t~ reoonsider their position as contributors to the

United Nations budget and to make the necessary efforts to keep the Organization
go 10g and function 1og.

In sunmrary, my country reaffirms its comnitment to the United Nations.

Uruguay is today living in Peace, free from CCXlflicts with other states. It

maintains relations of friendship and co-operation with States of all political and
eCCXlomic systems in the world) it has developed a strong dellOcratic life that fully
respects human rights and is governed by leaders elected through the free

expression of the will of the people.

That is why we at. able to C-Jne before the Assellbly today and express our

views on foreign policy as the result of natiCXlal consensus, en the basis of which

the country is participating at the regional and international levels in the search
for the reaffirnation of the fundamental pr inciples that gave birth to the
Organization.
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In closing, while confirming my country's confidence in the results of this
session, let us recall that the difficult challenges we are currently facing and

will have to face in the future can ooly be ovetcome through decisive and clear
international action without unrealistic rhetoric or expressions of one-sided
intent.

This call for pragmatic and rational action includes str ict observance by all

Menbers of the Organization of the fundamental principles of the San Francisco

Charter, because these principles are not merely rhetorical Plrases but rather

inescapable legal duties that all States must observe in order to ensure the
credibility and efficiency of the United Nations in accomplishing its basic

objectives.

The PRESmm! (interpretation from Spanish), we have heard the last

speaker for this afternoon. 1 shall now call on those representatives who wish to

speak in exercise of th-= right of reply. I would remind delegations that, in

accordance wi th General Assenbly decision 34/401, statements in exercise of the

right of reply are limited to 10 minutes for the first intervention and to five

minutes for the second and shO'lld be made by delegations from their seats.

Mr. SERRANO CALDmA (Nicaragua) (interpretation from Spanish), I find
myself obliged to speak in exercise of my right of reply pursuant to the Assenbly's
rules of procedure and I regret having to do so.

I regret it inasmuch as I must do so in the presence of the Foreign Minister

of a brother State in response to what was said by Don Rodr i90 Madr iga1 Nieto, the

Foreign Minister of Costa Rica. I regret even more, however, what was said by the
head of the Costa Rican Clelegation.

I am sorry that in his reference to the crisis in Central America the words he
used were inconsistent wi th the general tone of his address, which was made wi th
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(Mr. Serrano Caldera, Nicaragua)
great concern for equity and balance. He took an accusatory attitude on this
issue, wh1c.i\ was unjust and, furthermore, in no way sea. 1I'ed to strengthen the peace
efforts being made in the isthmus of Central America.

we never imagined or hoped that the statement of the Foreign Minister of Costa
Rica on this matter would be consistent wi th those of my own GcYernment. However,
we did hope that the facts would have been viewed or portrayed more objectively
w1 th a more balanced approach to the issues and a fa irer view of events. I refer

to "fairness" because what was said was unfair, unjust, and does not contribute to
the climate of peace or to the efforts being made by appropriate bodies to attain

peace. Furthermore, they were unilateral and biased observations.

we would have hoped that there would have been r ~ter objectivity and an

awareness of the overall context. The facts referred to were mentioned in a

partial and incomplete fashion. A great numer of matters were cwerlooked, which
must be borne in mind, since otherwise the result is a negative, partial

description of events.

Where was the question of the aggression waged by the United States in

Don Ibdrigo's statement? This was an open, public policy of aggression,

responsibility for which has been borne without embarrassment by the President of
the United States. Their responsibility is known to all because of their rePeated
caUl} for military assistance to the contra revolution. Their activity was ~ot

clandestineJ rather, it was open and official.

Likewise overlooked were the activities in mf country of diplomatic
representatives of the United States aimed at producing int.ernal political

destabilization, and I can tell the Assembly today that this was a point made by
Jim Wright, Speaker of the United States House of Representatives himself. Thia is
a well-known fact in Central Amer lean events, but the Costa Rican Foreign Minister
made no mention of it.
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Where were the principles of self-determination and scnereignty, which cannot

but be fundamental pillars in any analysis of the situation in Central America? It

is elemental justice to recognize the right of a small State to protect itself

against a.ttacks by the largest Power in the world. What President Reagan, speaking
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at the same rostrum, said also did not serve the cause of peace. Where was the

reference to that or the reference to the millions of dollars voted for the contras

by the Uni ted Sta tes Congress recen tly? N) mention was made of that. Or of the

$16.5 million in military aid that is part of the same package. Where is that? Or

the $2 million recently voted for the internal opPOSi Hen in Nicaragua, which has

been causing destabilization. Where was that?

The omissions and unjust comments have prompted us"to offer OUl thoughts at

this stage in order to give a more balanced and thoughtful analysis and to reaffirm

strongly that Nicaragua, more than any other nation, has lived up to its

obligation9 under the Esquipulas agreements. Esquipulas is not a forum by which to

put Ni caragua in the dock nor to put other Powers on the bench. Ra ther, there are

mutual and general obligations under the Esquipulas agreements affecting all five

countries of Central America.

What was said this afternoon prompts me to wonder about what was said by the

Peace Commission, which cannot be accused of partiality or ideological bias. Was

that not a demonstration of Nicaragua's fulfilment of, and conmitment to, its

obligations and to huun rights? Did it not show that the verification measures

were such as to prevent a worsening of the criaia and to provide concrete means

towards peace? Who was it that proposed those measures?
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Can it be forgotten that it was Nicaragua thnt proposed elIphasis on the

verification machinery, with the participation of canada, the Federal Republic of
Germany and Spain, as well as the United Nationa, prO'liding the secretary-General
with a very relevant paper on this matter? Finally, it was Nicaragua that, in a
letter from the President of the RePUblic to the secretary-General" proposed the
involvement of the SuPtf ~rt Group and the Contadora Group.

These are not just words, they are specific expressions of wilh they
rePresent specific positions and advocate practical steps.

We re-emlituize our COIIIIitaent to peace. We have faith in dialogue. we knowthat only political and diplomatic machia.,ery can shed light on the thorny path
towards peace in Central America. But we cannot accept condelnation of the just
use of Dlivid's sling while Goliath's cnjust use of brute farw and violence is
disregarded. We believe 1n peace and desire it. We believe in ado~ting Cl
constructive position and we have faith in the future of the peoples of Central
America on the basis of respect for the sOITereignty and right to self-determinationof all.

Nr. SU'l'RBSNA (Indones lah My delega tion has asked to speak in exercise
of the right of reply because we are constrained to take strong exception to the
reference made to East TilllOr by the Minister for Poreign Affairs of Portugal. It
is truly regrettable that, after successive sessions ef the General Asse1lbly,
including this session, decided to defer consideration of and debate on the matter
1n question, Portugal still cannot control its seemingly incurable habit of
SUbjecting this Assembly tille and tiJle again to thiB routine exercise, which has
scarcely made any c:onatructive contribution to the truth about the decolonizationof East TillOr or the safeguarding and promotion of the genuine interests of the
people of East Timer the_elvers. On the contrary, the substance of the reference

.-.. .
.. •• 'loo ~ '..... ... "" i;:jt'l' • ~. 'It..., l,W. J;
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made by the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal reflects the extent to which

Pcrtugal is still w.~.lling to go in misrepresenting the .facts about East Timor. For

its part, Indonesia certainly does not wish to be drawn into an acrimonious

exchange with PCX'tugal on this question, which in its view would serve no useful

purpose whatsoever. we shall therefore attempt to respond briefiy and in the most

restrained manner p:)ssible.

The PCX'tuguese Pb1'eign Minister just alluded to Portugal's share of

responsibility for the difficulties at the beginning of the decoloniza tion

process. It has to be pointed out that Portugal, and it alone, must bear that

respons.1bility for the breakdown of the orderly decolonization process and the

fratr icidal civil war that ensued - a tragedy of great magnitude that befell the

&ut Timorese people in the latter part of 1975. As representatives are

und:)ubt.edly aware!' my delegation has in the past presented a comprehensive, factual

accowt of the proeess of decolc::nization in East Timor and IndCll'aesia's role in it~

how that process was sabotaged by a minor ity group and miserably botched by the

former colonial authority, how the colonial authority in DiU simply abandcmed East

TillOr in August 1975 after allowing the situation in the ~rritory to deter iorate

to the P:)int of civil war, which Portugal itself instigated by clandestinely

turning over its arms and munitions to one particular political group) how

consequently the East Timorese people considered themselves no longer bound to any

decolon ization oovenan t as env Isaged by the er stwh11e colon ial POIIJer and took upon

themselves the exercise of their legitilMte right to self-determination, deciding

to be independent through integration with Indonesia on the basis of and in full

corapl iance wi th General Assenbly resolu tions 1514 (XV) and 1541 (XV) .. how

throughout the process of deoolon ization in EBs t Timor I ndones ia" by its

prmounceftlents and its action~ clearly demonstrated its aCl\erence to theprinc:iples

•
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9CNerning the due process of self-determination and decolonizaticn, while
endeavouring to respond as correctly and as restrainedly as possible to the chaotic
and tragic circumstances that unfortunately accompanied that process in East Timer,
and how Indonesia's singular conu ibution to the process was to help the East

Timorese mjority defend its expressed will against the terror of a minority that
was armed by Portugal and, directly and indirectly, encouraged to use violence and

intimidation in a bid to seize power W\ilaterally. These are facts pure and

simple, and no amount of convoluted arguments and misrepresentations can change
this reality.

It is most grati £1ing for Indonesia that more and more Menber States have come
to recognize and appreciate that today the East Timorese are enjoying fully the
political freedoms and economic and social progress that are their birthright,

under the constitutional guarantees accorded to every citizen of eNery province in
the Republic of Indonesia. We again urge Portugal to consider objectively the

pol! tical, social and ecanofAic real! ties pertaining to East Timor today and to
reoognize that it is by respecting the decision of the major ity of the people of
East Timer that their genuine wishes and their basic human rights and interests can
best be serv&.d•

. Finally, my delegation noted the Portuguese Foreign Minister's support for the
OO901n'1 discussions with Indcnesia, W\der the auspices of the secretary-General, to
i .

...arrive at ~ comprehensive and internationally aoc:eptable settlement. Indonesia

sincerely hopes that the lfIle'!l round of tall(s, specifically with regard to the terms,
mdal1tiesand timing of a visit to East Timer by a delega tion from the Pot tuguese

parliament Q will be successful. Regrettably, the statement by the Portuguese
Forei9fl Minister this afternoon gives rise to doubt as to the real intention of
portugal with regard to the ongoing talks here in New Ycxk. For its part,

.... \
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Indmesia remains prepared to ccntinue to co-operate with the secretary-General,

and there should be an unequivocal assurance from Portugal that it too remains

genuinely committed to this process of dialogue.

Mr. GJTmRRBZ (Costa Rica) (interpretation froll'l Spanishh The response

by the Permanent Repreeentative of Nicaragua to the statement by the Minister for

EKternal Relations of my country compels me to refer to what was said by him. As

the statement by the CO$ta Rican Minister for External Relations with regard to the

problem of Central America was lIIade at a time when the room was beginning to fill,

it might be useful to repeat 1lIhat he said, ..ich was the following,

-the progression of that peace "process has been halted and the international

community, t;hough encouraged by the trend towards dialogue and detente evident

in other hemispheres, anxiously wonder s why that er is is has not been resolved,

since it is mch smaller than certain others in "Iflich a solution is beginning

to be found. There is a lack of genuine political will among some of the

principal parties concetaed. Although we can record progress in some areas,

the fundamental coMllitments leading to democracy, national reconciliation, the

sacrosanct protection of human rights and the non-use of territories as

military sanctuaries have not been fulfilled. In the midst of all this,

unfortunately, we must note that as the IICI'lths have gone by we have seen the

Nicaraguan GoverMlf/nt step up its repression, fail to fulfil its CIOlI'IlIltments

and a t tempt to rc41ce the er is is to a problem 0 f securi ty, show ing obY10us

contempt for democratic values.
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"Perhaps in no other country of the ~egion is the situation so chaotic,

and perhaps no other Government has shown less will to solve it. But, what is
worse, that situation has serious repercussions on neighbouring countries,
which have to take in the thousands of persons who are fleeing in an attempt
to find f.reedom, food and shelter." (supra, pp.5, 6)

That is the end of the quotation from the statement by the Foreign Minister of
Costa Rica, which prompted the reply by the representative of Nicaragua.

The Government of Costa Rica is interested in compliance with the agreement
entered into by the Central American residents, known as Esquipulas 11.

A full analysis of the situation in Central America will be given when we
reach the relevant agenda item. I wish to make it clear that we are not interestedin provoking controveL"sy; we are concerned with the search for peace, but according
to the terms of Esquipulas 11, in which peace, democracy and development are
regarded as inseparable elements of a solution to the Central American crisis.

We consider that the peace process is impossible without democratization.
Therefore, we cannot but regard with alarm the measures taken recently by the
Nicaraguan Government, long after the report by the International Verification and
Follow-up Commission. They represent a setback on the path to ..:!emocracy, involving
restrictions of human rights and imprisonment of opposition leaders for speakingout publicly at a demonstration.

It was because of that lack of democracy and those retrogressive steps that
Foreign-Minister Nieto felt obliged to mention the case of Nicaragua and to express
regret about events in that country.

The need for democracy and t~~ fact that there cannot be peace without it have
been made clear in a nunber of s ta temen ts in the Asseni31y, mos t recen tly by the.!
Fbreign Minister of Uruguay, in tke excellent statement that he has just made •

.-------------........---------'
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We deeply regret what has happened and that the situation is as it is. But

because of the col!lllitment that the President of Costa entered into when he put

forward the peace plan we must point out failures to fulfil obligations whenever

they occur. We do so not to pass judgement - that is not for us - but because in

proposing the peace plan and working for peace we must always call a spade & spade.

Mr. REINO (Portugal), The representative of Indonesia saw fit to

exercise his right of reply to the Minister for Foreign Affairs of Portugal on a

question he addressed in his sta tement today: East Timor. The reasons invoked are

not new) in fact, they merely repeat well-known assertions already made in the

past, not only here, but also in other international forums. Therefore, I shall

try to be concise, with the sole objective of setting the record straight and not

engaging in any kind of sterile exchange of accusations or useless rhetoric.

First, I recall that Portugal is not alone in referring during the present

det-'lte to East Timor. The statement delivered a few days ago by Greece on behalf

of the 12 member countries of the European Community also addressed the issue, as

did others during the debate.

The question under consideration concerns a Non-Self-Governing Territory under

Portuguese administration included in the list of Non-Self-Governing Territories

approved by the General Assemly to which Chapter XI of the Charter is still

applicable. We cannot see how it can he said that East Timor has ceased to be an

issue of deoolooization or self-determination. The item is included on the agenda

of both the General Assenbly and the Special Committee, which means that the United

Nations does not recognize its process of decolonization as having been

completed. No "acts of free choice" have ever been endorsed by the Organization,

which has reaffirmed the right of the East Timorese to self-determination, in
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living conditions, the outcome of that choice would confirm Indonesia's assertions

people concerned and has brought about so mch progress and improvement in their

colonial Territory the right to choose freely and validly its own political

which is stubbornly denying to the people of a small and defenceless neighbouring

future. If as is argued, Indonesian occupation has been so beneficial to the

in 1914 or 1975 falls upon Portugal or Indonesia. It will be up to history to

freedoms. We are not heze to find out whether the responsibility for what occurred

to be applied to the Territory.

What is at stake now is still the need to ensure to the people of East Timer

the General AssellDly are self-explanatory in this regard.

escape, an excuse for not living up to its present responsibilities as the country

the exercise of their inalienable rights and the enjoyment of their fundamental

to blame for events that so unfortunately affected the implementation of the

invasion and occupation as being legitimate means of so-called redressing the

judge. In blaming others for the past, Indonesia seems to be trying to find an

say the same about others, but in no circumstance can we accept foreign military

not deny its share of the responsibility for those events. I doubt that one can

and we are not engaged in any kind of dispute with Indonesia regarding sovereignty

situation in the Territoty. The resolutions adopted by the security Council and

OYer the Territory. We also consider it futile and fruitless to argue about who is

decolonization programme set up for East Timor. As my Minister said, Portugal does

JP/PLJ
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As usual, Indonesia contends that denwu:iations of hUllan rights abuses in the

Territory are baseless. we will not, of course, quote here the nUJlerous reports at

different times throughout these 13 years from a wide variety of sources, from

Amnesty International to the United States State cepartment~ denouncing such

situations.
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the same time, restrict access to the Territory to a very few carefully cleared and

.. jf" • ........ . ' :.,., . ~

and would respect any decision made by the people of East Timor, and only sought

Indonesia consistently maintained that it had no territorial claim on East Timor

Indonesia was to support the Portuguese efforts to decolonize the Territory.

Government's attitude to its colonies overseas, including East Timor, til~ policy of

process, following the change of Government in Portugal in 1974 and the new

Permit me, however, to say that, as to the evolution of the decolonization

our intention to give an elaborate reply at this stage.

the repr.esen~ative of Portugal; he has just repeated the same baseless accusations

From a moral and legal point of view, one cannot seek to play a role in

Many of the regional conflicts and colonial situations that not long ag;:.: w:- .

Let us take advantage of this extremely propitious momentum to continue

the Territory to the outside world seem to confirm this situation.

Mr. SUTRESNA (Indon ;ia): I must say that the same argument applies to

have a real chance of being settled.

this Organization.

with the mandate entrusted to him by the General Assembly, to which mandate we

same time refuse to comply with certain fundamental principles and resolutions of

ample opportunity on various occasions to respond to similar accusations, it is not

as he has levell~d against my Government in the past. Since my delegation has had

regarded as irreversible are nowadays considered by the international community to

,emain deeply and firmly committed.

Cambodia, or in certain specific situations in th~ Pacific or elsewhere, and at the

serious negotiations under the auspices of the Secretary-General, in ~ccordance

duly escorted visitors. Iecent statements by highly responsible Indonesian
officials when expressing publicly their views on the desirability of open.. ;
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self-determination would reflect the true aspirations and will of the East Tin.orese

people. In this regard a series of meetings between Indonesia and Portugal was

held; in New York, 1974; in Lisbon, October 1974; in London, March 1975; in

Jakarta, August and September 1974~ and in Rome, November 1975. At those meetings

Indonesia time and again reaffirmed its readiness to co-operate with Portugal in

the peaceful and orderly implementation of the policies of decolonization on the

basis of Portugal's own pl;m, subsequently promulgated as constitutional law 7/75

of 1975. The facts are that of the five political parties in East Timor at that

time FRETILIN was the only one that persistel"tly refused to co-operate in the

peace ful and orderly decolon iza tion of the Terd tory. It coycot ted the Macau

meeting of June 1975 organized by Portugal and attended by the four other political

parties - namely UDT, AOODETI, KOTA and Trabalhista, which together repres~nt the

overWhelming majority of the people of East Timor. Thus it was FRETILIN's action

to circumvent democratic procedures, its blatant attempt to seize power by force of

arms, and the subsequent refusal by the East Timorese to submit to such a fait

accompli that plunged the Terri tory into violent confrontation between the people

and FRETILIN.

As for the reference to the European Economic Conmunity (EEC), it is certainly

the right of every delegation to respond to any statement about its country. We

did not respond to the EEC because it formulated its statement in a positive

manner.

I want to repeat that East Timor has ceased to be an issue of decolonization,

simply because the people have exercised their right of self-determination. The

~ortuguese representative suggested t~at we should repeat that exercise of self-

determination. That would be a negation of the act of self-determination already

carried out by the ~~ople of East Timor.

The meeting I0se at 7.10 p.m.
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